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PART II OF THE CONSPIRACY 

THE EXPANSION OF CONTROL AND DOMINATION PROM 
MaNCHURIa TO THE REST OF CHINA 

OBTAINING CONTROL OF NORTH CHINA PRIOR TO 7 JULY 1937 

E-lo vVIth the signing of the Tangku Truce, the conspirators 

had completed the first step in their conspiracy and had secured com-

plete military domination of Manchuria„ By that Truce, a demilita-

rized area was set up in Northeastern Hopei Province, north and 

east of the important cities of Peiping and Tientsin, and the Chinese 

army was withdrawn to the west and south of the demilitarized area. 

It was to this demilitarized zone and its adjacent areas that the 

conspirators next turned their attention in furtherance of their 

plans for the further disintegration of China and the destruction 

of the Chinese Nationalist Government, an essential prerequisite for 

the successful achievement of the aims of the conspiracy. The old 

policy of "divide and conquer" was adopted as the initial strategy 

with the purpose and intent of creating autonomous areas in North 

China, which would claim independence from China and would be pro-

Japanese, and which later could be consolidated into one body. 

1° THE ESTABLISHMENT OP THE aUTQNOMOUS - GOVERNMENTS 
IN NORTH CHIN .a 

E-2. The demilitarized area and adjacent territory.which to-

gether constituted the five northern provinces of China proper, were 
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of the utmost importance strategically, politically and economically. 

The province of Chahar completely bordered Jehol which had been incor-

porated into Manchukuo, on the west, while Fopei bordered it on the 

a. 

south. The five provinces extended over some 600,000 souare miles 
b . 

of territory and had a population of 170,000,000 Chinese. During 

the year following the Tangku Truce, this area, according to Goette, 
c. 

was quiet militarily, but not politically. By April of 1935, it 

had been decided to set up this important region as an autonomous 
d. 

area. According to TANAKA, Ryukichi, who was on the staff of the 

Kwantung Army at the time and handled all telegraphic messages and 
e. 

r 

official papers relative to the autonomous movement, the authors of 

the movement were the accused MINAMI, Commander of the Kwantung Army, 
f. 

and the accused UMEZU, Commander of the North China Army. The pur-

pose was two-fold: to create an autonomous regime in Mongolia and to 

create a regime in North China outside the Mongolia area. The rea-

son for establishing a Mongolian regime was to set up an "indepen-

dent" state; while the reasons for establishing the North China 

regime were to separate the five provinces from Nanking, to set 

them up as an autonomous area in close relationship with Manchukuo 

under Japan's leadership and to reduce the power and influence of 
g. 

the Nanking government. The work was divided between the two 

armies, the Army in North China taking the five provinces and the 
h. 

Kwantung Army taking Inner Mongolia. To accomplish this mission the 

E-2. 
" a. Ex. 220, T. 2751. 
b. T. 3751. 
c. T. 374-6. 
d. T. 2026. 
e. T. 2024-. 
f. T. 2033-4. 
g. T. 2026-7. 
h. T. 2028. 
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conspirators resorted to tjheir usual tactics of creating incidents as 

a pretext for making demands, which, if not complied with, were used 

as a further pretext for taking punitive action. At this particular 

point, the conspirators found it extremely difficult to find inci-

dents which they might use as a peg for making demands. At the time 

relations between China and Japan were rather good. According to 

defense witness KUV/ASHIMH, the North China situation had been gen-

erally calm, and on May 17, 1935* it had been decided to raise the 
i. 

Japanese Legation in China to an embassy. The only instances of 

any trouble between the Chinese and the Japanese prior to the UMKZU 

demands in May 1935, asserted by the defense, were two! an alleged 

insult to Japanese military and Foreign Office clerks at Changpei in 

October 1934, and an alleged intrusion by one unit of the troops of 
j-

Sung Che-Yuan into Manchukuo on January 24, 1935- it should be 

noted that both of these incidents, if they did take place, occurred 

months before the UMEZU demands. In fact, defense witness KUWASHIMA 

admitted that both before 'and after the UMEZU demands there were 
k. 

only four incidents and that all of them were small. The Foreign 
Office at the time recognized that the military in China were 

1. 

prone to raise a storm in a teacup. Moreover, the only instance 

related in the entire recoi'd of any Chinese troops having gone into 

the demilitarized area was in the testimony of Goette that on two 

occasions he saw Chinese renegade troops, hostile to Chiang Kai-Shek, 

enter the zone from Japanese-controlled areas and then disappear 

E-2. 
i. Ex. 3241, To 29488 
j. Ex. 2489, T. 20754-5 
k. I. 29501-2 
1. Ex, 3241, T. 29489 
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again into Japanese-controlled areas on the other side. 

E-3. Having no pretext to make demands on China, the con-

spirators created one out of whole cloth. In the middle of May 

1935 two Chinese - not Japanese, but Chinese - were killed in 

the Japanese concession at Tientsin. General SAKAL, Chief of 

Staff to General UMEZU, Commander of the China Expeditionary 

Army, stated to General Ho that the Japanese army regarded the 

assassinations as acts of provocation, warned that if such acts 

continued, drastic action would be taken, and demanded the trans-

fer of Gen.eral Yu, the withdrawal of the Chinese military police 

and the withdrawal of the Kuomintang party offices in Hopei and 

of other organizations. In compliance with this request, the 

Chinese dismissed certain officials and decided to suspend the 
a. 

work of the party office and to transfer the Governor of Hopei. 

Not satisfied with these concessions, on May 29, UMEZU again 
b. 

sent SAKAI to Ho to demand that all party offices be abolished, 

certain armed forces withdrawn, and all anti-Japanese activ-

ities banned immediately under penalty of the Japanese army tak-
c. 

ing unrestricted action. Ahile UMEZU, through the witness 

ISHIKaWA, would have us believe that these demands were only 
d. 

suggestions or representations for improving relations, de-

fense witness KUISASHIMA testified that, as he learned them from 

the Peking Legation, these were strong demands, in substance 
e, 

an ultimatum. The demands were known to the newspapers which 

E - 2 . 

m. T. 3745-6 

E-3. 
a. Ex. 194, T. 2275-6 
b. Ex. 2491, T. 20786 
c. Ex. 194, T. 2276 
d. Ex. 2491, T. 20787 
e. Ex. 3241, T. 29489, 29496, 29504-5, 29531 
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characterized them as containing all the features of an ultim-

f. 

atum„ The accused KIDQ, in his diary for May 30, noted that 

China had been presented with a large claim and that SHIGEMITSU 

had observed that China was powerless in opposing Japan's mili-

tary objectives. He further noted that the step was based on the 

idea of ITiiG^KI and others that the military should take the lead 

in negotiations with China, for which purpose they intended to 
go 

utilize the Manchurian Railway and the garrison in Tientsin. 

E-j. For the sake of peace, China agreed to compromise, 

and on June 10, 1935, General Ho accepted the demands,thus 

bringing about'what has come to be known as the Ho-UMEZU Agree-

a.
 1 

ment. ELI party offices were voluntarily closed, the army 
forces transferred to other areas, the ban on anti-Japanese acts 

b. 

reinstated and the capital of Hopei moved. The agreement en-

tered into was the result of compulsion, according to Goette, 

the Chinese officials drew his attention to Japanese dispatches 

stating that a large number of Japanese troops were leaving for 

North China, and told him that they were under threat of full 

military occupation unless they agreed and had been warned not 
c. 

to appeal to Britain or the United States. 

E-5. While UMEZU was taking his action in Hopei, similar 

events were taking place in Chahar. In June 1935, four Japanese 

army officers were motoring through the Chang-Fei district and 

were required to submit to inspection, whereupon it was dis-

E-3. 
f. Ex. 2206a, T. 15,771 
g. Ex. 2192, T. 15,733-4 

E=/fc. 
a. Ex. 2491, T. 20787-8 
b. Ex. 194, T. 2276: T. 3748 
c. T. 3747 
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covered that they did not have the required consular entry permits. 

After being detained for a short while, they were allowed on orders 

of General Sung to proceed. The Japanese claimed this innocuous 

incident was an insult to the Japanese Army, and through the con-

sul demanded the punishment of the responsible officers, an apology 

and assurance against future occurrence. The witness General Ching 
a. 

was designated as the Chinese negotiator. The Japanese consul, 

however, announced that the situation was beyond his power to settle, 
b. 

and the matter was referred to the Japanese garrison in Tientsin. 

MINAMX, according to defense witness KAWABE, in order to enlarge 

the scope of the Tangku Truce, under instructions from Tokyo sent 

the accused DGIHARA of his staff in the Kwantung ARMY to Tientsin 

to negotiate on the matter which had arisen in the area in which 

c. 
BOIHARA was in charge of information. On June 1935, an agree™ 

d, 

mint was reached by DQIHARA and Ching settling the matter, As a 

result ©f the negotiations, certain officers of the Chinese garri-

son were punished, units of the 29th Army were withdrawn, peace and 

order were entrusted to the Peace Preservation Corps, further 

Chinese settlement in northern Ohahar was stopped, the Kuamin-
es 

tang was withdrawn from Chahar, and anti-Japanism was barred. 

About May If, according to MINAMI, tlMI&U came to Klin-
es 

king to meet with JAR Minister M Y A $ H I and MINAMi, According 
b

9 

to the New York Herald Tribune, the meeting was held on June l, 

While M J N A M I denied that they spoke about the North China demands 

a, Sx
8
 199, T. 2311-1 

b, Ex* 199, T„ 2312 
o, Ex, 2489, T, 20755 
4. Ex, 2489, T„ 20755 

•e. Ex. 199, T
s
 2313 

a
e
 T

9
 19986 

b
e
 Ex

e
 2206A, T, 15778 

• 
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and claimed their talk was limited to routine business, his 

denial is hardly credible in light of the fact that the meeting 

took place just about the time UMEZU*s demands were under consid-

eration and immediately prior to the time that MINAMI sent DOI-

HnRA, one of his key men, to UMEZU's area to force from the 

Chinese extravagant concessions based on a wholly innocuous in-

cident o In view of these facts, the only inference that can be 

drawn from the meeting of these three ranking military officials 

is that they met to perfect the strategy for carrying out this 

and the next steps of the conspiracy. 

S-7o Following the two agreements which had eliminated 

from the spot important elements of Chinese resistance to Jap-

anese aggressive demands, Japanese activities in the area and 

the autonomous movement increased in vigor. In the summer of 

1935, Japanese airplane traffic around Peiping and Tientsin in-

creased and was extended to interior areas. China protested and 

asked Japan to take steps to stop this violation of China's 

sovereignty. The Japanese replied that the flights were being 

undertaken under the provisions of the Tangku Truce, but when 

it was pointed out that this was a false application of the 

Truce, the Japanese tried to tie up the matter with the avia-

tion problem between China and Japan. When the matter was re-

ported to HIRQTA, he also tried to justify the flights on the 

basis of the truce, after November 1935, no answers were made 

E-6. 
c. T. 19986-7 
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to the Chinese protests. 

E-8. In September 1935, DOIHARA was sent from the Kwantung 

army by MINAMI to Peiping to foment the autonomy movement. The 

witness TANAKA, Ryukichi, who assisted in drafting DOIHARA's or-
a o 

ders, testified that DOIHAR.1 was ordered to set up an autono-

mous regime which would maintain close relations with Japan and 

Manchukuo, serve as a buffer state and have anti-communism as 
b. 

the motto for the movement. There had been some difficulty a-

bout the contents of the order because there was no fixed motive 

for starting the movement; and since it was necessary to have 

one, after study by ITAGAKI, DOIHARA and SASAKI, anti-communism 
c. 

was chosen as a slogan. Pursuant to these orders, which were 
d. 

approved in Tokyo, DOIHnRa went to Peiping, where he came un~ 
e. 

der the command of General T^iDA who had succeeded UMEZU. 

2-9. DOIHidLi's first plan was one of inducement. Accord-

ing to TiiNaKa, DOIHARA hoped to prevail upon Wu Pei-Fu to be-

come the central figure in the North China autonomous movement 
a. 

but failed because certain Chinese generals refused to join, 

according to General Ching, DOIHERA attempted repeatedly to in-

duce General Sung, Commander of the Peiping-Tientsin area, to be-

come the leader of the North China autonomous government upon 

the promise that Japan would extend every possible military and 
b. 

economic aid, but this inducement was repeatedly refused. 
B-10. Having failed with his policy of inducement, DOIHARA 

2=24 
a. Ex. 213, T

0
 2708-12 

E-8. 
a. T. 2124 
b. T. 2034, 2124 
c. T„ 2131-2 
d. T. 2125, 2132-3 
e. T. 2028 

2-9. 
a. T. 2029 
b. Ex. 199, T. 2314 
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•now resorted to other tactics. 'On October 20, 1935,, a Chinese 

k •?'. V 

named -m bribed local elements to start a riot on the pretext of 
a. 

demanding autonomy, but this failed. The Japanese then in-

duced by threat and bribery Yin Ju-Keng, administrative commis-

sioner, to cable Nanking on November 15, 1935, asking for autonomy. 

On November 24, a preparatory committee for autonomy was set up,, 

and on the 25th, the East Hopei anti-Comintern Autonomous Coun-

cil, which proclaimed itself independent of the national govern-

b. 

merit was created. This organization, all military and poli-

tical affairs and resources and revenues all came under Japan-
c. 

ese domination. In bringing this movement about, DOIHARa used 

the same tactics as had been employed in arousing enthusiasm for 

independence in Manchukuo. Goette testified that during November 

motor cars sped through the streets of Peiping from which hand-

bills of an alleged appeal for autonomy were thrown out, and Japan-
d. 

ese planes flew overhead and dropped leaflets. 

E-ll. as a counter measure, the Chinese set up under Gen-

eral Sung the Hopei-Chahar Political Council to take charge of all 

political and military affairs in Hopei,. Chahar, Peiping and Tient-
a. 

sin, and Sung took charge on December 18, 1935. The .inducements 

having failed and the autonomous puppet government having been 

countered with the Chinese political council, according to the 

testimony of General Chirig, .DOIHARA now demanded of Sung 

that the political council be changed to the North China autono-

a. Ex. 210, T. 2702 
b. Ex. 210, T. 2702-3; Ex. 211, T. 2704 
c. Ex. 210, T-. 2703 
d. T. 3750 

E-ll. 
a. Ex. 199, T. 2315; Ex. 211, T. 2704 

/ •• 
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mous Government, that the publicity personnel of the Nanking gov-

ernment be withdrawn, that public opinion be controlled and opposi 

tion to autonomy not permitted, that a railway be constructed and 

that the maritime customs be revised to increase the tariff on 
b. 

European and American goods and to decrease those on Japanese. 

E-12. At the same time as DOIHARA was applying pressure 

on Sung, other pressure was being applied. This was shown by Ex-

hibit 196, which was received in evidence but not read. In Chahar 

the Japanese, acting for themselves and the Manchurians, demanded 

that the six districts around Kalgan be guarded by the Mongolian 

Pacification Corps, and when this was refused, an incident was 

created at Chang-Pei, giving the Japanese, on a claim that Jehol 

was in danger, a pretext to lead three armies into Chahar and to 
a. 

overrun it in a few days. While General Sung did not yield di-

rectly to the pressure, due to the fact that the Japanese were 

in control of the East Hopei Anti-Communist Autonomous Government 

and in military control of Chahar, he had to accept the puppet 

regime. There is little doubt that the regime was a puppet gov-

ernment. Goette testified that he saw Japanese military in the 

area recruiting and training Chinese gendarmerie, and that it 

was common knowledge that the new regime was the center of dope 
b. 

and commodity smuggling. According to the report of Japanese 

War Crimes in China, twenty-two districts in the area were taken 

over by the Autonomous government, and all military and polit-

£=11. 
b. Ex. 199, T. 2315-6 

2-12. 
a. Ex. 196, T. 2279 
b. T. 3750-1, 3753-4 
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ical affairs as well as resources, industries, customs revenues 

c. 
and salt revenues came under Japanese domination. While China 

and the local authorities negotiated with the Japanese for aboli-
d . 

tion of this regime, the regime continued until Japan formally 
e, 

took over Peiping in August 1937. Temporarily, the Japanese 

were satisfied. In addition to the puppet regime, they had, as the 

Japan Year Book points out, in the Hopei-Ghahar Political Council, 
* 

an organ which, while under the supervision of the Chinese Nat-
f. 

ional Government, had power to' negotiate with Japan and Manchukuo. 

E-ll. While the North China Army with the help of DOIHARA 

of the Kwantung Army was carrying out its part of the dual task of 

establishing autonomous governments in North China and Mongolia, 

the Kwantung Army proceeded with the execution of its part of the 

task. The problem, of the Kwantung Army was somewhat simpler than 

that of the North China Army, in March 1933, the Inner Mongolian 

Autonomous Council had been set up 'under Prince Teh. Since Nanking 

had failed to support the council economically and the Governor 

of Suiyuan was opposed to the council because of Teh's desire to 

establish a unified Mongolian state comprising both Inner and 
a. 

Outer Mongolia, the situation was therefore ripe for the Japan-

ese to make overtures to Teh. Accordingly, in April or May 1935, 

according to the testimony of 'EHNAKA, Ryukichi, and MINAMI, MINIMI 

b. 

sent Col,. ISHIMOTO and TANAKA on a mission to T e h . While MINAMI 

stated he sent thses emissaries for liaison purposes to observe 

E-12„ 
c. Ex. 210, T

c
 2703 

d. Ex. 210, T. 2703 
e. T. 3756 
f. Ex. 211, T. 2704 

2-13. 
a. T„ 2039-40 
b. T

0
 2040; 19,993-4 
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conditions and admitted only that he had told them it would be a 

c. 

good thing to establish a liaison agency, TANAKA testified that 

they were sent for the purpose of having the Inner Mongolian Aut-

onomous Council form a close relation with Japan to establish an 

autonomous government under Teh, which would become an independ-
d. 

ent government in line with the Kwantung Army anti-Soviet policy. 

While Teh at first did not agree, in august 1935, he promised 

close cooperation with MINAMI, and the Kwantung Army gave him 

financial aid. In November 1935, DOIHnRa and the Hopei-Chahar 

regime agreed that Teh should be in control of that regime, and 

on February 11, 1936, the Inner Mongolian autonomous Council was 

transferred to West Sunito, where it was joined by Japanese civ-
e. 

ilians who served as advisors. 

2-14. TANAKA further testified that in the spring of 

1936 the Council was transferred to Teh-Hua, where secretly an 

independent Mongolian government was established, and that an 

agreement for mutual political and economic aid was signed be-
a. 

tween this government and Manchukuo. His testimony was con-

firmed in a report of May 7, 1936, from Ambassador UEDA (con-

currently commander of the Kwantung Army) to Foreign Minister 

ARITA which also disclosed the role played by the Japanese in 

this project. UEDA reported that from April 21 to 26th, Teh, 

the Japanese Special Service Chief and others met with repre-

sentatives of Outer Mongolia in a so-called state-founding 

c. T. 19993-4 
d. T

0
 2040-1 

e. T. 2041-2 

2 - 1 4 . 
a. T

0
 2042 
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conference, where they adopted plans to amalgamate Mongolia and 

Inner and Outer Tsinghai, to set up a monarchy, to found a Mongolian 

Congress, to organize a military government and to conclude a mutual 

assistance agreement with Manchukuo. He reported the removal of 

the government to Teh-Hua, where it began business under the direc-

tion of a Japanese advisor. UEDA also reported that the treaty 

with Manchukuo would.be signed at the end of May and relayed a re-

quest from TANAKA that members of the Embassy and Foreign Min-

istry attend the signing. A R I T A was also notified by U E D A that 

the matter had been kept very secret and that the army intended 
b. 

to go as far as to recognize the independence of Inner Mongolia. 

E-15„ Whatever secrecy the North China and Kwantung ar-

mies may have tried to maintain about these events, their activi-

ties were not unknown to the authorities in Tokyo. On October 2, 

1935, WaKaSUGI, Secretary of the Embassy in Peiping, notified For-

eign Minister HlRO'lt. that he believed the army intended for pur-

poses of self-defense to organize out of North China a self-govern-

ing state, practically independent and free of Nanking domina-

tion, and of having it form ultimately an economic bloc with 

Japan and Manchukuo for the sake of politics, finance and economy. 

On the same day. he reported that the army's farsighted' scheme and 

Mongolian policy were making steady progress and that D O I H A R A had 
a. 

met with Teh to promote Inner Mongolian self-government. On 

November 16 and 22nd, HIROTa received further notices of the pro-

K-lAo 

b. Ex. 212, T. 2705-7 

aP Ex. 197, T. 2282-4 
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gress of the movement. Defense witness K U W A S H I M A admitted that 

the , oreign Office received information in November that the Kwan-

tung Armj had concentrated mechanized troops at Shan-Haikwan on 

the Great Wall to intimidate North China, and that his office sus-

pected that the military authorities had a hand in organizing the 

Chicha (Hopei-Chahar) administrative Committee in the middle of 
c„ 

December. Notwithstanding these clear and unequivocal notices 

and the fact that as early as May 1935 the Foreign Office recog-

nized, as recorded by KIDO, that the army was invading its own 
d. 

province of diplomacy, the Foreign Office under HIROTA did 

nothing except possibly to warn the army. 

2-3,6. The instigation of the autonomous movements was 

not an isolated phenomenon to meet a problem of keeping peace 

and order in a border area. It was a deliberate step in further-

ance of the conspiracy to obtain the control arid domination of 

China. This is abundantly clear from the detailed plans of the 

conspirators, made just at the time the movement for autonomy 

was reaching fruition. At the end of November 1935, the Japan-

ese Garrison Forces in North China distributed to the Kwantung 

army and other military and railway groups a plan for the mili-

tary disposal of the railways in North China, The plan stated 

that the Army expected to dispose of the railways so as to place 

them under control and achieve the army's military objective 

through direct use. Recognizing that the railways might have to 

2-15. 
b„ Ex. 3242, T. 29539-40; Ex. 3242 A, T. 29542 
c. Ex. 3241, T. 29490 
d. Ex. 2192, T. 15733-4 
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oe seized from the beginning, the plan provided for operation by 

Chinese who were to be made to understand the spirit of the aut-

onomous movement and the attitude of the Japanese forces, and to 

be made to feel at ease so that they would assist even in military 

operations. Indirectly, they were to prevent removal of rolling 

stock, but, if necessary, force would be used under the pretext 

that it was for the protection and defense of one of the railways 

against military operations of Nanking. Complete details for the 

action to be taken against each railroad in case of military ac-

tion were set out. The plan also provided for army administration 

when the movement of troops became necessary, and for unification 

of the railways when it became inevitable to settle the issue by 

force. It provided for military action against certain important 

railroad points and for operation of railroads at the battle front. 

It mentioned the need for large forces when the troops moved to 

the south to mop up. It set forth the terms and conditions under 

which the railways would be returned to the North China regime, 
a. 

and the demands that would be made on that regime. 

2-17. On December 9, 1935, Chief of Staff NISHIO of the 
a. 

Kwantung Army sent to the War Ministry his army's propaganda plan. 
b. 

MINAMI admitted that this plan was issued with his authorization. 

The plan provided that they would begin their propaganda to con-

vince the world of Kwantung Army lawfulness on its advance into China 

proper, and they would try to estrange the inhabitants of North 

a. Ex. 259, T
0
 3474-86 

JhI24 
a. fix. 195, T„ 2277' 
b. T. 19997 
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China from the central government. When military forces would be 

sent to China some time in the future, it would be made clear that 

it was done to punish the military clique and not the people. 

From Manchuria the propaganda would be that the appearance of an 

independent government in North China was only a manifestation of 

its longing for the fine administration of Manchuria, Propaganda 

was to be planned and carried out by the army Staff and the Special 

Services of the Expeditionary Forces, Before the forces moved into 

China, propaganda would be launched, and after the advance, propa-

ganda would be used to facilitate military activities 1 Generally, 

the troops were to provide the personnel but, if troop personnel 
o, 

were unavailable, it was to be provided by the army Staff, 

felS. These plane disclose three essential points of the 

conspiracy! (l) the conspirators had as a fundamental part of 

their conspiracy the intention of invading China proper; (g) the 

conspirators had planned in advance in complete detail their en™ 

tire scheme for taking over China| (3) all actions taken prior 

thereto were in preparation for carrying out that invasion, 

The plane of the armies in China and Manchuria met 

with the ready approval of the military authorities in Tokyo« Under 

date pf January 1$, 1936, there was transmitted to the forces in 

China an army plan for dealing with North China, and instructions 

thereon were issued to the commanders of Japanese forces in China 

not under the control of the Kwantung army, The principal abject 

§
8
 fee 195| Te 8177-9 
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of tne plan was to assist the Chinese to realize self-government 

in North China, for which purpose Japan was determined to give 

support and guidance. The plan provided for establishing self-

government through a program of gradual enlargement of the self-

government area, and enunciated as the principle of guidance that 

care be taken so that there be no misapprehension that Japan was 

setting up a separate state like Manchukuo or intending to carry 

out an expansion of Manchukuo. It provided for increasing the 

independence of the Hopei-Chahar Political Council and against 

allowing the plans for Inner Mongolia to interfere with this 

program. The operations toward Inner Mongolia were to continue 

as theretofore but were to be limited to the area north of the 

Great Wall. Management of North China was assigned to the Com-

mander of Japanese stationary troops in China to be handled as 

a rule by direct contact with the Hopei-Chahar and East Hopei 

governments. To assist the Political Council, a provisional or-

ganization supervised by the Japanese commander was to be estab-

lished. The Kwantung army and other organizations and officials 

a. 

were directed to cooperate in this program. 

2„ THE FEBRUARY 26
r
 1936 INCIDENT 

E-20. Although the armies in China and Manchuria and the 

military authorities in Tokyo had reached a clear understanding 

that this program was to be the next step in furtherance of the 

conspiracy, the participation of one important group, whose 

2-19. 
a. Ex. 215, T. 2721-6 
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consent and cooperation were essential to the success of the pro-

gram, had not yet been acquired. The government, represented by 

the OKADA Cabinet, although fully aware of the army program from 

its inception as shown before, was not willing to go along. In 

fact, the cabinet had been working on another program, which, if 

successful, would have for the time being rendered this phase of 

the conspiracy abortive. On August 5, 1935, Foreign Minister 

HIRQTA sent to the diplomatic and consular officials in China a 

plan of the Bureau of East Asiatic Affairs prepared as a result 

of the reinvestigation of China policy which he had ordered. The 

plan had as its essential policy the securing of stabilization 

in East Asia by cooperation between Japan, Manchukuo, and China. 

This object was to be attained through the three HIRQTA principless 

(1) that China should control anti-Japanese speeches and activi-

ties, (2) that Japan and China should try to establish and pro-

mote friendship and cooperation by mutual respect and assistance, 

and that both should work to develop relations between Manchukuo 

and China, although China for the time being was not required to 

formally recognize Manchukuo but only to agree not to deny its 

existence in North China, and (3) that Japan and China should. 

cooperate in Chahar and other districts bordering on Outer Mon-
a. 

golia with a view to removing the communist menace. After con-
b. 

siderable discussions with the army and navy, the plan was 

adopted on October 4, 1935, By the Premier and Foreign, War, 

E - 2 0 . 
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Navy, and Finance Ministers. The diplomatic authorities were 
d. 

instructed to keep the matter strictly secret. On January 21, 

1936, the three principles, which had theretofore been kept sec-

ret, were publicly made known through HIROTA's speech to the 

e. 
Diet. at that time HIROTA was quite familiar with the army 

f. 

policy, having transmitted it to ambassador ARIYQ8HI in China. 

E-21O Following the announcement of HIRQTA'S three prin-

ciples, on February 26, 1936, an incident of the gravest impor-

tance broke out. For the purposes of this proceeding it is unneces-

sary to note the incident itself in detail. It is sufficient to 

rely on the uncontested testimony of Premier OKADA that 22 army 

officers and 1400 men revolted, terrorized Tokyo for three and 

one-half days, seized the Premier's official residence, the police 

building, the Diet, the Home and War Offices and the General Staff 

Building, assassinated Finance Minister TAKAHASHI, Lord Keeper 

SAITO and General WATANAEE, and attempted to assassinate Grand 
a. 

Chamberlain SUZUKI and Premier OKADA. 

E-22. Although the revolt was subsequently put down, it 

fully accomplished its purpose and assisted greatly in further-
a. 

ing the ends of the conspiracy. Premier OKADA resigned, and 
b. 

on March 9, 1936, the accused HIRQTA became Premier. Accord-

i n g to H I R O T A ' S w i t n e s s T S U G I T A , the H I R O T A C a b i n e t had a s i t s 

mission the rigid enforcement of military discipline, the calm-
c. 

ing of the people and the establishment of a peaceful diplomacy. 

c. Ex. 3255, T. 29630 
do Ex. 3255, T. 29630 
e. Ex. 3241, T. 29492s Ex. 2434, T. 19729-30, 29639-41 
f. Ex. 215, To 2721 

E-21. 
a. Ex. 176, T. 1831-2 

E-22. 
a. T. 1907-8 
b. Ex. 108, X. 70? 
c. Ex. 2366, T. 18176 
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In light of this mission and the dire events of the preceding 

weeks, one might have expected that HIROTA would have taken stern 

measures to bring the army into line. On the contrary, his very 

first act, even before becoming premier, was to insure its dom-

inance. TSUGITA testified that HIROTA in forming his cabinet en-

countered several demands from the army on the selection of min-

isters, and it was feared that if he rejected these demands he 

would be unable to get a war minister. After great difficulty, 

HIROTA succeeded in forming a cabinet only after he had acceded 
d. 

to most of the army demands. In May 1936, shortly after 

HIROTA became Premier, the organization of the army and navy 

was changed to require that war and navy ministers be of not less 

than lieutenant-general and vice-admiral rank, and vice-ministers 

of not less than major-general and rear-admiral rank, and 
e„ 

that all be on active duty. While this change did, in fact, 

make the law conform to the practice actually followed since 

1913, when reserve officers were first permitted to become war 

and navy ministers, and while the law was avowedly changed for 

the purpose of .maintaining discipline and to prevent general of-

ficers who were being relegated to the reserves as punishment 

for participation in the February incident from becoming war 

minister, and while it did not prevent a reserve officer from 
f. 

being reactivated and given the ministership, it did give to 

the army an effective weapon for furthering the conspiracy. It 

2-22. 
d. Ex. 2366, T

0
 18180-1 

e. Ex. 93, T. 684 
f. Ex. 2366, T. 18176-82 
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did assure to the army that whoever became war minister, whether 

he was a person taken from the active rolls or was one reactiv-

ated from the reserves, such minister would be on active service 

and subject to army discipline and command, and would not be an 

independent minister of state. It effectively blocked any subse-

quent premier, who might wish to oppose the army's demands, from 

choosing from the reserves a war minister who was freed from army 

control. 

3. AGGRESSIVE POLICY TOWARD CHINA MARCH 1936 

ka_JULY ,1932 

£-23. The demands of the army for the appointment of cer-

tain ministers was not the only demand of the army to which 

HIROTA succumbed. The HIROTA Cabinet affirmatively joined in 

the conspiracy to obtain control of China, thus bringing into 

the conspiracy all agencies necessary to effectuate it. Al-

though defense witness KWASHIMA testified that the HIROTA Cab-

inet continued the previous negotiations on the basis of the 

HIRQTA three principles until the Suiyuan Incident in December 
a „ 

1936, the documentary evidence in this proceeding of the cab-

inet plans during the HIROTA Administration shows clearly that 

the Japanese government had no intention of negotiating along 

the lines previously designated, but was using the negotiations 

as a fraud or a blind to cover up its real purpose of further-

ing the ends and objects of the conspiracy. 

£-23. 
a. Ex. 3241, T. 29493; T„- 29556-7 
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£-24. In giving way to the demands of the army, the HIROTA 

Cabinet did not limit itself to approving the program for North 

China which the army was then carrying out, but committed itself 

fully to the entire conspiracy. The five chief ministers formulat-

ed the entire conspiracy as the national policy of Japan, On 

June 30, 1936, the War and Navy Ministries decided on "The Basis 
a. 

of National Policy". On the same day, the principle of the 

policy was approved by the Premier and the Foreign, War, Navy, 
b. 

and Finance Ministers, and on August 7, 1936, the concrete 

plan was adopted and signed by HIROTA as Premier and the other 
c. 

four ministers as the "Basic Principle of National Policy". 

The fundamental policy decided upon was to secure Japan's posi-

tion on the Asiatic continent by diplomatic policy and national 

defense and to advance and develop Japan toward the South Seas. 

Japan was to carry out the national defense and military prepara-

tions needed to secure peace,to protect the development of the 

nation and to insure Japan's position as the stabilizing power 

in East Asia, The fundamental principles of the continental 

policy were the sound development of Manchukuo, the intensifica-

tion of national defense of Japan and Manchukuo to eradicate the 

Soviet menace and at the same time to prepare against Britain and 

America, and close cooperation between Japan, Manchukuo, and 
d. 

China for economic development. The basic plan provided for 

complete internal, reform administratively, politically, and 

E-24. 
a. Ex. 977, T. 9542-7 
b. Ex. 978, T. 9547-50 
c. Ex. 21.6, T. 2726-8; Ex. 979, T, 9551-3 
d. Ex. 216, T

0
 2727-8 
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economically for national policy and defense, for the direction 

and unification of internal public opinion and the leading of 

popular thought, for the rapid development of aviation and ship-

ping, and for the promotion of a self-sufficient policy for re-
e , 

sources and materials for national defense and industry. The 

military were to give undercover assistance so that diplomatic 
f. 

activities might progress advantageously, 

£-2,5. Aith the adoption of this policy, the HIROTA Cab-

inet committed Japan to four principles all of which were to fur-

ther the conspiracy: (l) the attaining of the object and end of 

the conspiracy was made the fundamental national policy of Japan, 

(2) the object of the national policy and the conspiracy was to 

be attained, if possible, through diplomatic means with military 

assistance, (3) if diplomacy failed, the object was to be achieved 

by war - euphemistically called national defense - against all 

obstacles, and (4) the Japanese nation, its people and its econ-

omy were to be prepared for and geared to war. 

E-26, Having laid down a basic national policy for Japan, 

the HIRQTA Cabinet shortly thereafter turned its attention to the 

mare specific and immediate problem of North China, On August 11, 

1936, it formulated an administrative policy towards North China, 

The purpose of the policy wag declared to be to assist the people 

of North China to secure independence in administration, to set 

up an anti-communistic and pro-Japanese area, to secure necessary 

e

» Ex. 977, T, 9542-7 
t, Ex. 9774 T

9
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materials for national defense, to improve transportation facil-

ities against the possible invasion of Soviet Russia, and to make 

North China a base for cooperation and mutual aid among Japan, 

Manchukuo, and China. To effect this, Japan must guide the local 

powers and make Nanking stop hindering the self-administration of 

North China. Great stress was laid on the need for conducting 

activities in order to avoid opposition and allay the suspicion 

of either China or other foreign powers that another independent 

country was being established. The planned economic develop-

ment was to be carried out in order to create an inseparable con-

nection with China and to contribute toward preserving friendly 

relations both in war and peace. North China's iron, coal, and 

salt were to be used for Japan's national defense and for pro-
a. 

moting transportation, and electric power. 

E-27. Notwithstanding the fact that the conspirators 

now held every strategic position in both the government and the 

army and had brought about a clear formulation of the object of 

the conspiracy as Japan's national policy, they were faced early 

in 1937 with a crisis which threatened to block, at least tempor-

arily, the effectuation of the conspiracy. However, they were 

able to withstand the crisis successfully, thus showing that at 

this time they already had sufficient control of the internal sit-

uation in Japan to direct it fully for their own ends. On Jan-

uary 20, 1937, the Seiyukai Party issued a declaration critic-

a. Ex. 217, To 2728, 2740-43 
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zing the HIROTA Cabinet on the ground that its members were in-

fluenced by dogmatic prejudices of the bureaucrats and the mili-

tary, and pointing out that the military's desire to interfere 

in every sphere was a threat to Japan's constitutional govern-
a. • 

merit. On the following day, according to;a Home Ministry re-

port, the army authorities stated they could not do business with 

a party whose policy for administrative reform was opposed to the 

policy demanded by the Japanese people for the existence and ex-

pansion of Japan as the stabilizing power of East Asia, the aban-

donment of which would cramp Japan into her islands and prevent 

her from accomplishing her mission. They advocated getting rid 
b„ 

of the existing parliamentary situation. On the same day, Jar 

Minister TERnUGHl engaged in argument in the Diet with a member 

of the Seiyukal Party, thereupon, TEiUUCHI demanded dissolution 

of the House of Representatives, and when this wag refused by the 
e

8 

Qabinet, he resigned eft January 22, 193?. On the 23rd* aoeord» 

ing to the Home Ministry report, TERAUCHI stated that he had not 

resigned because of the speech against him in the Biet, but be-

§au§e some members of the Qabinst who belonged to one of the par-

ties differed fundamentally with his views, and he could not tsm» 
d

9 perils or compromise with theme The Jar Minister having re-
signed, H I R Q T A found it difficult to maintain the Sabinet and re® 

e
e signed on January 23, lf.3?e 

Upon the: fall of the HIROTA Cabinet, the mandate to 

a a IKE 2208A, T. 15,790-3 
ba IKE 22063, T

8
 l g , 7 9 M > 

6e ike 3258, T
e
 29,651-3 

de Este 22080, T
8
 15,796®? 

8e EXE 3258a Te 29,652=3 
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form a new Cabinet was given to General UG^Kl. However, as Gen-

eral UGAKI himself testified, the military were opposed to him 

because as War Minister he had reduced the size of the army and 

had refused to cooperate with the clique in the General Staff in 

carrying out the March incident, AS a result of this opposition, 

although the army triumverate of SUGIIAMA, Inspector General of 

Military Education, NISHIO, vice-chief of staff, and TERAUCHI, 

outgoing War Minister, submitted three names for the post of "War 
a „ 

Minister to UGAKI, all three candidates refused. In a talk 

made on January 27, 1937, the accused UMEZU, according to a re-

port of the Home Ministry, stated that the army would not take 

any measures to check the formation of an UGAKI Cabinet, but indi-

cated clearly that the array was opposed to UGAKI for a reason 
b. 

which could not be disclosed. In his testimony, defense wit-

ness MITARAI attempted to belittle this Home Ministry report as 
c. 

only a police report. However, he admitted that he had never 

been a government official and carefully avoided stating that he 

believed the report to be inaccurate, basing his derogatory re-

marks solely on a contention that if UMEZU did speak to a mere 

police official, he was not making a public statement. In light 

of the fact that the report is part of the complete report of 

the events of those days kept in the archives of the Home Min-

istry, an important cabinet post, and in view of the large role 

played by the police in Japan, as will be seen from a later 

a. Ex. 163, T. 1608-9 
b. Ex. 2208 D, T. 15798-800 
c. T. 17843-7 
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portion of this summation, MITARAI's remarks can hardly affect 

the credibility of the report. Nor does the fact that the re-

marks may have been made privately to a police official rather 

than in a public statement affect the credibility of the report. 

It is not unusual for a man to state privately and off the re-

cord matters which he cannot or will not disclose publicly. More-

over, following the event UMEZU sent a notice to the Ex-Soldiers 

Organization in which he reviewed the entire situation. He 

stated that as soon as UGAKI received the mandate, the Army felt 

that a War Minister in his cabinet would find it difficult to 

maintain discipline. He also stated that TERAUCHI had tried to 

dissuade UGAKI, as did SUGIYAMA, but when he refused to be dis-

suaded, the triumverate gave him some candidates who all refused 

to accept because they could not carry out their duty in this 
d. 

situation. The real situation is crystal clear. The army was 

opposed to UGAKI, who had been responsible for the failure of 

an earlier part of the conspiracy, and its opposition was known 

to all, including the candidates for the post of War Minister. 

The army triumverate, knowing full well that their views were 

known to the candidates, all officers in active service, could 

well afford to enter into the farce of naming candidates for the 

post. UGAKI, according to defense witness TSUGITA, attempted to 

take counter measures against the army veto through the inter-

vention of the Emperor, but this in turn was vetoed by Lord 

£428. 
d. Ex. 2208-E, T. 15801-3 
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beeper XUASA because of strong army opposition. When this last 

device failed, UGAKI on January 29, 1937, declined the mandate 

and General HAYA8HI proceeded to form the new cabinet. 

£4.29. The fact that, the conspirators had weathered the 

crisis and that the aims of the conspiracy would be pursued as 

•planned is well evidenced by the fact that the HAYA3HI Cabinet, 

although made up of different personnel, continued the policies 

of the HIROTA Cabinet. On February 20, 1937, within three weeks 

of its formation, the HAYASHI Cabinet adopted an administrative 

policy toward North China substantially identical with the policy 

of august 11, 1936. However, it provided that they should avoid 

measures which might make foreign powers think Japan aggressive 

in China. It- further provided that in time of war North China 

would be the source of materials for Japan's munitions indus-
a. 

tries. On April 16, 1937, the Foreign, Navy, Finance, and War 

Ministries decided on "The Plans for Guiding North China." These 

plans were substantially the same in purpose and scope as the 

earlier plan, but somewhat milder in tone. Instead of compelling 

the Central China government to recognize the special character 

of North China, this plan provided for the guiding of the cen-

tral government to that position. Moreover, the ministers recog-

nized that past policy had frequently given an erroneous impres-

sion to China and others that Japan intended to enlarge the truce 

zone, advance Manchukuo's frontier or realize the independence of 

£428. 

e. Jps. 3258, T. 29650-1 

£429. 
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North China, and. they, therefore, resolved to take strict pre-

b„ 

cautions against actions causing these misinterpretations. 

EU'jQ. Moreover, the HAYASHI Cabinet took no steps to alter 

or revoke the. basic national policy decided by the HIROTA Cabinet. 

Whatever effect, if any, the softening of the tone of the plans 

with respect to North China might have had on the course of events 

was dispelled by the fact that after only four months, in June 

1937, the HAYASHI Cabinet was compelled to resign and was succeed-

ed by the first XCNOE Cabinet and immediate war with China. 

Bo THE fell OF AGGRt:,'3IuN AGAINST CHINA 1937-1945 

io THE PERIOD FROM JULY 1937 to JANUARY 16. 1938 

JhlLiU Freed from the restraints of a hostile cabinet, the 

army in North China proceeded with its program of obtaining its 

desires from the autonomous governments in that region. In Sep-

tember 1936, a company of Japanese soldiers holding maneuvers 

at Fengtai passed through the garrison line of the Chinese army 

and a clash ensued. Although the incident was immediately set-

tled, the Japanese used the matter as a pretext for reinforcing 
a. 

their troops at Fengtai by a battalion. In April 1937, accord-

ing to the statement of Gblonel Kiang, the Japanese charged that 

one of their soldiers had been wounded. Although an investiga-

tion failed to establish any responsibility on the part of the 

Chinese, the Japanese strongly demanded the withdrawal of the 

b. fix. 219, T. 2748-50 

a . Ex. 199, 13 2316-7 
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Chinese army stationed at Fengtai, a strategic point on the Peip-

b. 

ing-Tientsin Railway. The Chinese army reluctantly complied. 

With the ouster of the Chinese army from Fengtai and the occupa-

tion of that place by the Japanese, the latter were in a position 

to control communications of the Peiping-Hankow line and to cut-

off North China from Central China, thereby making it a special 
C o 

sphere, an object toward which they had long been striving. 

To make the project complete for the time being, all that was 

needed was control of Peiping. This could be most easily accom-
d. 

plished if the Japanese could take Lukouchiao. 

£432. The Japanese first attempted to accomplish the tak-

ing of Lukouchiao and the control of Peiping without military ac-

tion. Both General Ching and Magistrate Wang testified that the 

Japanese surveyed some 6000 mow of land between Fengtai and Luk-

ouchiao and requested that the Chinese rent or sell to them this 

land for the purpose of building barracks and.airfields. "When 

these requests were denied, the Japanese resorted to threats and 

inducements, but these also were refused. HASHIMOTO, Gun, Chief 

of Staff of the Japanese forces in China, then demanded of 

General Ching the right to buy this land, a purchase which was 

wholly contrary to the law of China and contrary to the desires 

of the private individuals owning the land. This demand was 

a. 
also rejected. This episode much embittered the Japanese 

b. 
forces. 

£431. 
b. Ex. 345, To 4629 
c. Ex. 248, T. 3318 
d. Ex. 248, T. 3318 

£432. 
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£433o The attempt to obtain control of Lukouchiao by-

purchase or through threat and bribery having failed, the only 

alternative that remained was to obtain it through the appli-

cation of military pressure or force. This, of course, as in 

the past, required a pretext under which military demands could 

be asserted or military action started. An excellent oppor-

tunity was available. By the Boxer Protocol of 1901, Japan 

and other powers were entitled to station troops along the 

Peiping-Mukden Railway to keep communication with the sea 
a. 

open. By the supplementary agreement between the powers to 

the Protocol of July 15, 1902, the occupying powers were 

granted the right to carry on field exercises and rifle prac-

tice without informing the Chinese except in case of feux de 

b. 

guerre. The Japanese conceded that in July 1937, the num-

ber of their troops on garrison duty under the Protocol was 

c. 
approximately 7000, while the Chinese contended that the num-

d. 

ber approximated 15,000. The exact number is wholly immat-

erial, for even if the Japanese figure is accepted,, as it was 
e „ 

by the League of Nations, the number was greatly in excess 

of that needed to carry out the duties under the Protocol. A n 

the other protocol powers had only small detachments; the Brit-

ish had a total of 1007, including its legation guard, while 
f. 

the French had 1700 to 1900, the most of whom were at Tientsin. 

Not only were the number of their troops greater than those of £433 
a. Ex. 247, T. 3312-4; Ex. 58, T

0
 3307 

b. Ex. 2483, T. 20596 
c. Ex. 2487, T. 20612 
d. T. 2470 
e. Ex. 58, T. 3298 
f. .Ex. 58, T. 3248 
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-he other powers, but the Japanese also conducted maneuvers of-

tener and on a larger scale. Wang estimated that from the fall of 

1936 the Japanese carried on maneuvers six times. Defense wit-

ness HASHIMOTO admitted that night maneuvers by other foreign gar-

risons were much, much less than the Japanese, and that Japanese 

maneuvers were carried out intensively from April or May to Septem-
h. 

ber and October. 

E-34. The right to carry on maneuvers gave the Japanese 

army an excellent opportunity to create an incident which would 

be the basis for action, according to defense witness EAT/JABE^ 

from June until the outbreak of the incident night maneuvers were 
a. 

carried out nightly. Colonel Barrett, then United States assist-

ant military attache at Peiping, testified that the holding of 

the maneuvers at .Amping during July 1937 was deliberately provo-

cative because of the strained relations and the chance for mis-

fa. 
understanding and friction. The maneuvers were deliberately 

provocative in that they were conducted in an area where the Jap-

anese had no right to be. General Ching testified that the Jap-

anese troops were maneuvering in Chinese territory in violation 

of international law and that no permission had been obtained 
c. 

from the Chinese. Goette testified that on the night of July 

7, 1937, he dined with the United States ambassador, the milit-

ary attache Colonel Stillwell, and Colonel Marston of the Marine 

Corps, and they all discussed at length the potentialities of 

I=22. 
g. Ex. 248, T. 3320 
h. T. 20649-51 

E- 34. 
a. Ex. 2479, T. 20529 
b. Ex. 249, T. 3363 
c. Ex. 198, T

c
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that night's maneuver, since it was being conducted at night west 

of Peiping near an important railway bridge and not at the usual 
d. 

place set aside for maneuvers of the International Guards. The 

maneuvers were also deliberately provocative in that the Japanese 

failed to give notice to the Chinese of their intention to hold 

them in accordance with agreement. Although the supplement to 

the Boxer Protocol permitted maneuvers to be held without giving 

notice, General Ghing and the Japanese garrison commander had en-

tered into an agreement whereby the Japanese agreed to notify the 

Chinese in case of night field maneuvers, so that they could in 

turn notify the inhabitants and thus avoid misunderstandings and 
e. 

clashes. This agreement testified to by General Ching was ad-
f. 

mitted by defense witnesses HASHIMOTO and KAWABE, In addition, 

Magistrate Wang testified that the Japanese battalion commander 

had agreed to give notice if the Japanese decided to maneuver 

with loaded weapons, and that in practice they had theretofore 
g. 

given such notice. General Ching testified that on the night 

in question no notice was given and that Regimental Commander 
h. 

Chi did not even know that the maneuvers were being conducted. 

Colonel Barrett testified that ball ammunition was fired in the 

Marco Polo clash and that no one had ever suggested in the course 

of his investigation of the matter that blank cartridges were 
i. 

used in the maneuver of the night of July 7, 1937. 
E-35. In holding deliberately provocative maneuvers, the 

d. T. 3759-61 
e. T. 2396-2400 
f. Ex. 2479, T. 20529; Ex. 2487, T. 20622, T. 20648 
g. Ex. 248, T. 3320-1 
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Japanese intentionally set the stage for the occurrence of an 

incident which would serve as a pretext for taking Lukouchiao. 

The situation was such that an incident would occur either 

through son® slight Chinese action brought about by the intense 

provocation, or through some Japanese action designed to place 

the blame on the Chinese, AS might have been expected in such 

an explosive situation, an incident did occur or, more accurat-

ely, was alleged to have occurred. The Japanese alleged that in 

the course of their maneuvers on the night of July 7, 1937, they 

were fired upon by Chinese soldiers from the walled city of 

i'Vanping and that in the resulting confusion one of their men 

was missing. They, therefore, demanded the right to search 
a. 

the city. Upon the basis of all the evidence in the case, it 

is respectfully submitted that it is clear that the whole inci-

dent was a product of the Japanese imagination designed to serve 

as a pretext for action. This is borne out by the fact that of 

all the witnesses for the defense on this point only one, KAWABE, 

testified as to this Japanese version and yet he was admittedly 
b. 

not in the area on the night of July 7. Of the defense wit-

nesses who were on the spot or near the area at the time, 

SAKURAI merely testified that he received notice that there was 
c. 

trouble, and HASHIMOTO, Gun, who testified at length about 

everything else, zealously avoided discussing the events of the 
d. 

night of July 7. On the contrary, General Ching, who was at 

a. Ex. 198, T. 2326 
b. Ex. 479, T. 20530 
c. Ex. 2480, T. 20555 
d. Ex. 2487, T. 20611-67 
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the spot and ordered an investigation, testified that the 

Chinese had not fired and that the Regimental Commander in 

charge of the soldiers who were supposed to have done the fir-

ing did not even know that the Japanese were maneuvering in the 

e„ 
area, and Wang who made an investigation, found no missing 

f. 

soldier. Ching further testified that on the 9th, the Japan-

g. 

ese reported that the missing soldier had been found. The 

absence of any testimony from the defense on this latter point 

is more than strongly indicative that no soldier was missing at 

any time. Moreover, all the circumstances surrounding the inci-

dent followed closely the pattern of the Mukden Incident but 

avoided its pitfalls, also, according to the defense's own 

testimony, all tne responsible ofl'icers, except the commander 

who was on his death bed and the chief of staff, were away on 
h. 

investigation and maneuvers. This time they did avoid the 

situation of Chinese corpses being found in positions inconsis-

tent with the Japanese version; instead, they used the story of 

a missing soldier, but never explained that if he were missing 

as the result of Chinese firing from the walled city on the 

maneuver area, why they expected to find him within the city. 

£-36. Immediately on learning of the alleged incident, 

General Ching ordered Magistrate Wang to make an investiga-

tion and ordered Commander Chi to prepare for the defense of 

the area, giving instructions that the Chinese were not to 

e. Ex. 198, x. 2327 
f. Ex. 248, T. 3321.-2 
g. Ex. 198, T. 2330 
h. Ex. 2487, T. 20619-20 
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open fire if the Japanese did not fire first. When the Japan-

ese again demanded that their soldiers be allowed to enter and 

search the town, the Chinese agreed to the appointment of a 
b. 

joint investigation committee. Although the Japanese commis-

sioners tried to induce the Chinese "to negotiate under pressure 

of the presence of Japanese troops, the Chinese insisted that 

negotiations be preceded by preliminary investigation according 
c. 

to agreement. When the commission arrived on the spot, a 

Japanese unit was already drawn up, had encircled the city on 
d. 

three sides and had taken up field positions. While the com-

mission was inside the city, the Japanese opened fire and the 
e. 

battle was on. The story as told by Ching and Wang was corrob-

orated by Colonel Barrett from his own independent investiga-

f. 
tion and by Goette, who found the Japanese reluctant to give 

g-

any information. While the defense attempted to assert that 

the Chinese fired first, defense witness HASHIMOTO in his affi-

davit admitted that on July 8, after the committee was set up, 

he received a report that the Japanese had attacked the Chinese 
h. 

at Lungwangmiao. The evidence is thus clear that the Japan-

ese opened hostilities. 

E-37. The initial battle, which continued throughout 

the day, was concluded on July 9 by a truce which provided 

that all military action stop, that troops on both sides re-

turn to their respective positions, that garrison duty of the 

irib.. 
a. Ex.. 198, T. 2328-9 
b. JEOC. 198, T. 2329; Ex. 248, T

0
 3322-3 

c. Ex. 248, T„ 3323-4 
do Ex. 248, T

0
 3323-4; fix. 198, T. 2329 

e. Ex. 248, T„ 3324-6; Ex. 198, X. 2329-30 
f. Ex. 2n9, T. 3357 
g. T. 3763 
h. Ex. 2487, X. 20622 
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city be taken over by the Peace Preservation Corps and that both 
a. 

sides refrain from developing future incidents. Having signed 

the truce, the Japanese did nothing in compliance with it but did 

everything to prevent it from being carried out. They prevented 

by military force the Peace Preservation Corps from taking over 
b. 

their duties until the force had been halved. Although the 

Chinese withdrew their units to the original line, the Japanese 

left a part of their troops along the railway tunnel, under the 

pretext of finding corpses, and these troops again fired on the 
c. 

city. There were sporadic clashes which the Japanese charged 

were started by the Chinese. However, defense witnesses KAWAEE, 

SAKURAI and HASHIMOTO all agreed that the Chinese did not fire on 

the Japanese until there was firing from a midpoint, which HASHI-

MOTO fixed at a point closer to the Japanese side. They placed 

the blame on some unnamed third group which they allege did it to 
d. 

foment trouble. let, it has not been shown that there was any 

third group present in the area at the time. If, without saying 

so directly, the accused mean to intimate that this anonymous 

third group was the communists, they are faced with the fact that 

an independent observer, Colonel Barrett, was unable to find any 

evidence whatsoever of communistic activity behind the trouble in 
e. 

the course of his investigation. The activities of the Japanese 

themselves confirm the finding of Colonel Barrett that the inci-

dent could have been settled at any time if the Japanese had so 

E-37. 
a. Ex. 198, T. 2330-1j Ex. 248, T. 3326 
b. Ex. 248, T. 3326-7 
c. Ex. 248, T. 3327-9 * 
d. Ex. 2479, T. 20535; Ex. 248O, T. 20557-8; T. 20663 
e. T. 21861-2 
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desired. 

£-38. Rather than revealing any Japanese desire to halt 

the matter, the evidence is convincing that the Japanese were ut-

ilizing the truce only as a delaying tactic to give them an op-

portunity to increase their forces and to redistribute them. 

Testimony offered by both the prosecution and the defense, includ-

ing that of independent observers, showed that the Japanese im-

mediately increased their forces with troops from Korea and 

a. 

Manchuria. The units were sent to the Peiping and Tientsin 
b. 

areas. By July 12, there were 20,000 Japanese troops and 
c. 

100 airplanes. 
a. 

£-39. Fighting broke out again on July 14. according 

to the defense's'testimony, the Japanese then.made certain de-

mands on the Chinese to be fulfilled by July 19, and the de-
fa. 

mands were accepted by General Sung on the 18th. learning 

on the 25th that the Chinese were moving troops to the north 

and claiming that the Chinese were not carrying out the terms 

of the truce, on July 26 the Japanese issued an ultimatum re-

quiring inter alia, that the 37th Division in Peiping be moved 

by noon of the 28th, in default of which the Japanese would 
c. 

attack in force. Knowing full well that nothing but complete 

surrender and evacuation - leaving the area to the Japanese -

would satisfy the Japanese, the Chinese on the 27th counter-
d. 

attacked at Lukouchiao and Fengtai. On the 28th the Japanese 

f. Ex. 249, T. 3358 

£-38. 

a. Ex. 249, T. 3363; 21837-8; Ex. 248, T. 3330; 
Ex. 198, T. 2331; Ex. 2487, T. 20629 

b. Ex. 198, T. 2331; Ex. 249, T. 3358-9 
c. Ex. 58, T. 3300 
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b. Ex. 2487, T. 20624-6 
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attacked at Nanyuan and hostilities continued until the close 

of the war in 1945. The Japanese immediately occupied Peiping 
f. 

and Tientsin and seized the railways. Following the occupa-

tion of Peiping, the Japanese Army proceeded with a three-

pronged drive down the Peiping-Tientsin Railway toward Shan-

tung, down the Peiping-Hankow Railway and up to the Peiping-

Suiyuan Railway, which the Japanese Army spokesman, accord-
g. 

ing to Goette, described as major war. 

£-40. As the army was moving steadily ahead toward its 

objective in China, it was being ably assisted by the con-

spirators in Tokyo. On July 9, immediately after the first 

fighting took place, the KONOE Cabinet in an extraordinary 

session decided that the government attitude would be to hold 

fast to the policy of arresting the scope of the disturbance 
a. 

and to seek .an immediate local settlement. Notwithstand-

ing the decision to seek a peaceful settlement, the General 

Staff on July 10 decided to reinforce the garrison by send-

ing two brigades from the Kwantung Army, one division from 
b. 

Korea and three divisions from Japan. This army proposal 
was approved on July 11 by the KONOE Cabinet in which the ac-

c. 
cused K A Y A and H I R Q T A were members. However, on the night 

of the 11th, it was decided to send only the forces from Korea 
d. 

and Manchuria for the time being. On July 13, the Supreme 

Command adopted the "Policy for the Treatment of the North 

E-39. 
e. Ex. 248, T. 3331 
f. Ex. 58, T. 3301 
g. T. 3767 

E-40. 
a. Ex. 3260, T
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c. Ex. 3260, T. 29687-9 
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China Incident", which, as defense witness TANAKA, Shinichi, 

testified, provided that while they would follow the localiza-

tion policy and would decide mobilization of homeland forces in 

the light of the future, if the Chinese neglected the terms or 

showed no sincerity or removed their troops to the north, Japan 
f. 

would take resolute steps. In view of the fact that the Jap-

anese troops themselves were making it impossible for the truce 

to be carried out, the decision can only be construed as one 

to take action. After the 17th, the Central Command in Tokyo 

proceeded to prepare for homeland mobilization which had been 

interrupted on the 11th, and even after Sung had come to terms 

on the 18th, the Central Command pushed forward with prepara-

tions of mobilization orders on the pretense that Nanking had 

go 
shown no sincerity. On the 20th, the Cabinet authorized 

h„ 

mobilization of three divisions. On July 27, mobilization 

orders were issued for four divisions, and on the 28th, the 

Central Command gave approval for the use of force to chastise 
i. 

the Chinese 29th Army. This fast moving series of events, 

considered in view of their coordination with the military 

movements in the battle area, show clearly that the avowed 

policy of peaceful settlement was conditioned on Japan's de-

mands being fully met. 

£-41. Any chance that there might have been for a peace-

able settlement was considerably weakened by the second part 

£=40. 
e. Ex. 2486, T. 20680; Ex. 2582, T. 21989-90 
f. Ex. 2488, T. 20681; Ex. 2582, T. 21990 
g. Ex. 2582, T, 21993-4 
h. Ex. 3260, T„ 29690 
i. Ex. 2582, T. 21995-6 
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of the Cabinet decision of July 9 that the settlement must be 

made locally. On July 3.1, steps were taken to strengthen the 
a. 

diplomatic staff in North China, and Counsellor HIDAKA WAS 

instructed by the Foreign Office to notify Nanking of the in-

tention to settle the matter locally and to request that Nan-
bo 

king not obstruct the efforts. When the Chinese Foreign Of-

fice pointed out that any local understanding would go into 

effect upon confirmation by the Central Government, HIDAKA, on 

July 17,was instructed to demand that Nanking not obstruct the 

c. 
agreement reached on the spot. In a speech in the Diet on the 

d. 

same day, HIROTA called for a local settlement. The purpose 

of insisting on a completely local settlement is abundantly 

evident. If Nanking could be forced to agree, the local auth-

orities, deprived of the support of their central government, 

would be considerably weakened and compelled to accept all 

Japan's demands. Furthermore, the result would be tantamount 

to full recognition of complete autonomy in all matters for 

North China, which Japan strongly desired and which China equ-

ally strongly had refused to grant. 

£442. With the capture of Peiping, Japan had obtained 

its objective for the time being. Accordingly, on August 5, 

1937, KONOE, HIRGTA, and the War and Navy Ministers approved 

a draft of terms, the main points of which defense witness 

HOR3NOUCHI stated were the establishment of unfortified zones 

a. Ex. 260, 3487-8 
b. Ex. 3273, T. 29903; Ex. 3260, T„ 29690 
c. Ex. 3273, T. 29903-5; Ex. 2495, T

e
 20803; 

Ex. 2496, T. 20805 
d. Ex. 2497, T. 20817-20 
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along the Pei-Ho River, the withdrawal of both Japanese and 

Chinese troops from the area specified, no annexation of terr-
a, 

itories and no indemnities. On the basis of these terms, 

FUNATSU was sent to China to begin negotiations, which, how-

ever, were brought to an adrupt end by the further extension 
b. • 

of hostilities to Shanghai. • 

£-43. As in many of the other incidents, the Japanese 

again had a pretext for the Shanghai hostilities that broke 

out in August in the killing of Lt. OYAMA and a sailor on 

August 9. While a great deal of testimony was introduced by 

the defense with respect to this killing, the entire line of 

testimony on the matter is completely devoid of any relevancy 

to this proceeding since the Japanese government never claimed 

that this killing was the cause of the hostilities. In fact on 

September 2, 1937, Foreign Minister HIROTA denied that this 

incident had anything to do with the matter and asserted that 

the reason for the outbreak of hostilities was that China, in 

violation of the truce of May 15, 1932, had rushed troops into 

the forbidden area, strengthened the Peace Preservation Corps, 
a. 

and provoked the Japanese. The real point of dispute grew 

out of the truce of May 15, 1932. While China had accepted 

and agreed that her troops would remain in the positions they 

then occupied, she had declared at the time that nothing in 

the agreement implied a permanent restriction on the movement 

£-42. 
a. Ex. 3260, T. 29692 
b. Ex. 3260, T. 29693-4 

£-43. 
a. Ex. 2503, T. 20876-7 
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of Chinese troops in Chinese territory. In June of 1937, act-

ing on reports that the Chinese were reinforcing the Peace Pre-

servation Corps in what he termed "the forbidden area" and were 

constructing and reconstructing fortifications there, Consul-

General OKAMOTQ called for a meeting of the joint committee set 
e. 

up under the Cease Fire agreement. At the meeting on June 23, 

the Chinese took the position that the matter was not within 

the province of the joint commission, whose only duty, it stated, 
d. 

had been to supervise the withdrawal of forces. The repre-

sentatives of the participating powers concluded that they 

could riot express an opinion on conflicting interpretations. 

While stating that he was not authorized to give any informa-

tion on Chinese action in the area, the Chinese representative 

did assure that nothing undertaken in the area had any hostile 
e. 

intention or warlike preparation. On August 9, the OYAMA 

incident occurred, and on August 10, according to defense wit-

ness TANAKA, Shinichi, the army was notified by the navy that 

for the time being they would take no further steps until as-

sured of the sincerity of the Chinese, but circumstances might 

require preparations for sending troops. The government de-

cided that it was worthwhile to study the proposal for eventual 

f. 

mobilization. On august 12, another meeting of the joint 

commission was held in Shanghai. While the Chinese delegate 

continued to maintain that the commission had no authority in 

b. Ex. 58, T. 3302 
c. Ex. 2515, T. 21152-3 
d. Ex. 2517, T. 21182-6 
e. Ex. 2517, T. 21188-9 
f. Ex. 2488, T. 20698-9 
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the premises, he stated that he would be grateful if the mem-

bers in their regular capacity made efforts toward averting a 

g» 

clash. The Chinese delegate also pointed out that on the 11th 

he had agreed with the Japanese consul that if there were no 

truth in the report that heavy Japanese naval reinforcements 

had arrived, he would agree to withdraw part of the Peace Pre-

servation Corps, but thereafter the previous reports were con-

h. 

firmed. Consul-General QKAMOTO, a defense witness, did not 

deny this statement either at the time or on the witness stand. 

It could not be denied because defense witness TAKEDA admitted 

that on august 10 or 11th, 1000 men arrived from Japan and 

that by noon on the 11th there was a relatively large fleet 
i. 

in the harbor. At the meeting on August 12, when the part-

ies were asked to give their assurances not to make an attack 

within forty-eight hours, while the Chinese gave assurance 

that they would not attack unless they were attacked, the Jap-

anese would only say that the Japanese would cause no trouble 

unless provoked or challenged, and defined provocation as in-

eluding the arrest of a newspaperman. 

Thus, before any clash had yet occurred, the Japanese had 

increased"their naval forces and were contemplating increasing 

their military forces. They knew that the Chinese would not 

attack unless they were attacked. The Japanese had given no-

tice that they would attack if provoked according to the 

E^IQ. 
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Japanese idea of provocation. 

E-AA. The clash, as might have been expected, occurred on 

August 13, allegedly because the Chinese fired on the naval land-

ing party. Considering both previous and subsequent events, the 

fact whether the Chinese or Japanese fired the first shot is tot-

ally immaterial, but it should be noted that OKAMOTO placed the 
a. 

alleged shooting at the China Press Building, while the other 

defense witness, TAKEDA, placed it at the Commercial Press, an 
b. 

entirely different building in a different area. As soon as 

the clash occurred on the 13th, the KONQE Cabinet took up the 

matter of reinforcement, and on the 15th made a public state-
c. 

ment that it was sending two divisions. At the same time, 

according to defense witness TANAKA, Shinichi, the Cabinet de-
d. 

cided to abandon the policy of localization. 

E-A5. From then on the area of conflict spread rapidly. 

On October 6, 1937, the League of Nations found that by the end 

of September under the protection of thirty-eight warships, 

Japanese reinforcements, estimated by the Chinese at 100,000, 

had been landed. The army had extended its military action 

into the Yangtse Valley, and the capital and the interior had 

been bombed. The fleet, in addition to aiding the army, was 

patrolling the coast to prevent supplies from being brought 

in. Japan was continually intensifying the action and was 
a. 

using larger and larger forces and more powerful armaments. 

E-AA. 
a. T„ 21228-9 
b. T. 21315 
c. Ex. 2488, T. 20699 
d. Ex. 2488, T. 20700 
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The Chinese estimated that the Japanese had 350,000 troops in 

China by the end of September, while it was admitted by defense 

witness TANAKA that by the end of October Japan had fifteen 
b. 

divisions in China. By the end of 1937, the Japanese had cap-

tured Nanking, the capital of China and the capital of Chahar, 
c. 

Hopei, Suiyuan, Shansi, Chekiang, and Shantung provinces. 

£-46. The speed with which the area of fighting was ex-

panding and the momentum of the movement which was taking Japan 

deeper and deeper into the heart of China presented a serious 

problem to the conspirators. The action was going ahead too 

fast, and it had got beyond their control. When they had begun 

their action at Lukouchiao, it had then been done solely with 

the purpose in mind of obtaining control of Peiping and thus 

completing their control of North China. To insure the success-

ful fulfillment of the conspiracy, it would have been better if 

military action had stopped with the capture of Peiping and Japan 

had had an opportunity to consolidate its gains in Manchuria and 

North China before proceeding with the next step; but the action 

had gone far beyond expectations and showed definite points of 

danger which might bring about the failure of the entire con-

spiracy. It was not that the conspirators did not intend to 

move forward into the rest of China; that had definitely been 

decided upon as a national policy during the HIROTA Cabinet in 

1936. It was merely a question of proper timing. While the 

£-45. 
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taking over of Manchuria and North China had been relatively 

simple and had not brought Japan into open conflict with powers 

other than China, further movement presented serious dangers of 

conflicts with such third powers. On the one hand, as Japan 

moved deeper into China, becoming more and more involved in 

military operations, and lengthened her lines of communications 

and supplies, the greater became the danger in the event Japan 

should become involved in war with the Soviet Union. On the 

other'hand, the deeper Japan moved into China and toward the 

South, the greater became the possibilities that Japan would 

come into open conflict with other powers having interests in 

China and the southern regions. This had been fully recognized 

in the plan of 1936, and it had been decided that the entire 

country would be mobilized for war. As yet, however, prepara-

tions for war, as will be seen later, had not yet gone be-

yond the period of drafting concrete plans. 

£-47. Already in the first six months of fighting, the 

expected danger of conflict with other powers in China had been 

fully demonstrated. On August 26, 1937, two Japanese planes 

had machine-gunned and bombed two motor cars containing British 
a „ 

officials, wounding the British Ambassador. On December 11, 

1937, in the course of the blockade of China, a Japanese artil-

lery unit under the command of the accused HASHIMOTO had shel-
b. 

led the British vessel LADYBIRD and taken it into custody. 

£-47. 
a. Ex. 265, T. 3538-41 
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On December 12, 1937, in the course of the same blockade, the 

U.S.S. PANAY had been machine-gunned and bombed without warning 
c. 

and the vessel sunk. AS yet, Japan had been able to smooth 

over these instances by making apologies and paying reparations. 

However, the danger of the recurrence of such instances was con-

stantly increasing and might precipitate Japan into a war with 

third powers. Accordingly, the best policy in furthering the 

conspiracy would be to stop the fighting temporarily, keeping 

all that had been gained, and to prepare adequately for the 

next step. 

E-48. However, the method to be used in bringing hostil-

ities to a close presented a very serious problem. Direct neg-

otiation with China was impossible, AS shown before, it had 

been tried but had failed as the hostilities had spread to the 

Shanghai area. Settlement through international organizations 

pursuant to treaties was also out of the question. This was 
a. 

against Japanese policy. Such intervention might mean the--—.., 

loss of all Japan had acquired on the continent. The League 

of Nations had found against Japan in its inquiry on the Man-

Churian question, and Japan had withdrawn from the League. It 

was all the more likely to find against Japan in this in-

stance, where Japan had no claim whatsoever to a special posi-

tion in China similar to the one she maintained she possessed 

in Manchuria. If the matter were to be handled by an inter-

£-47. 
c. E x . 263, T . 3517-25; E x . 964, T
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£-48. 
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national organization, inevitably the question of treaty obli-

gations would have to be considered. The authorities in Japan 

well knew that their actions were in direct contravention of 

their treaty obligations. As early as September 13, 1932, Privy 

Councillor OKADA had stated that the 'recognition of Manchukuo 

was a violation of the Nine Power Treaty and that a comparison 

of the secret agreements with Manchukuo with the Nine Power 
b. 

Treaty showed quite a number of points in conflict. If a 

violation had been recognized then, it was even more apparent 

that there was a violation in the present instance. 

E-49. In fact, on September 12, 1937, before Japan had 

decided to bring a stop to the hostilities, China had already 
a. 

appealed to the League of Nations. On September 25, Japan 

had refused the League invitation to participate in the con-
b. 

sultative committee. On September 27, the League of Nations 

had condemned the aerial bombardment of open cities in China 
c. 

by Japan, and on the 28th, the United States had concurred 
d. 

in the finding. On October 6, 1937, the League had found 

that Japan's conduct was prima facie inconsistent with her 

obligation to respect China's independence and sovereignty 

and not to seek the solution of a dispute with China except 

by pacific means. The League concluded that Japan's military 

operations were out of proportion to the event which caused 

the conflict, that such operations could not be justified on 

E-48. 
b. Ex. 241, T. 2983-4 

E-49. 
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b. Ex. 3260, T. 29696 
c. Ex. 958, T. 9462 
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the basis of existing legal instruments or on self-defense and 

that they were in contravention of the obligations under the 
e. 

Nine Power Treaty and the Pact of Paris. These conclusions 
f. 

were on the same day concurred in by the United States. The 

League had then adopted a resolution expressing its moral sup-

port of China and recommended that its members refrain from 

taking any action which would weaken China's powers of resist-
g. 

ance or would increase her difficulties. 

£-50. Not only did Japan refuse to allow the matter to 

be handled by the League, but she also opposed conferring with 

the signatories to the Nine Power Pact as she was bound to do 

by the terms of that instrument. On October 20, 1937, Belgium 

called a conference of the Signatory States for October 30 to 
a. 

study amicable means of hastening the end of the conflict. 

On October 27, Japan declined, stating that an attempt to seek 

a solution with so many powers with varying or no interests in 

Asia would only complicate the situation and put serious ob-
b. 

stacles in the path of a just solution. Defense witness 

HORINOUCHI attempted to justify this action by stating that 

since the obligation of the treaty was "to communicate", this 

could be done through ordinary channels without participating 

in a conference, and failure to participate was, therefore, not 

a violation. However, he admitted that participation would 
c. 

have been detrimental to Japan's internal affairs. He might 

£-49.. 
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well have added that it would have been ruinous to Japan's pro-

gram in China„ 

E-51. The only alternative which would avoid the danger of 

Japan having to give up her gains was to have some sort of media-

tion carried on by a third power friendly to Japan. This was the 

alternative selected, and the terms to be offered were drawn up. 

The plan used, according to HORINQUCHI, was to avoid third party 

intervention and arbitration but to use the good offices of a 
a. 

third power to bring about direct negotiations with China. 

The choice of the proper third party also presented a problem. 

In July, Britain had offered her services, and the United States 
b. 

had offered her services short of mediation. In answer to 

HIROTA's invitation of October 27, 1937, to the Ambassadors 

from the United States, Britain, Germany and Italy to use their 

good offices to bring about direct peace negotiations on the 

basis of the August plan, Craigie had offered his country's ser-

vices, and Grew had made the same offer on condition that both 
c. 

Japan and China ask for it. However, the army, which had been 

growing closer to Germany, disapproved of using Britain and the 

United States as the intervening powers. Germany was selected 

and on November 5, the German Ambassador presented to China, 
d. 

Japan's terms, which were the terms proposed by HIROTA in 

August and which specifically included a provision for no in~ 
e. 

demnities. AS late as December 2, 1937, the German ambassador 

E-51. 
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assured China that Japan had stated that despite her military 

successes, the terms proposed early in November were still to 

stand, and China replied that she was prepared to take the pro-
f. 

posals as a basis for discussion. 

£-52. However, as the victories progressed, certain of 

the conspirators began to feel that' more could be obtained from 

China through negotiations with German assistance than through 

the proposals drawn up in august. Even before Germany had 

been asked to intervene, Premier KCNOE, Foreign Minister HIROTA, 

and the War and Navy Ministers had considered this possibility 

and had approved on October 1, 1937, "an Outline Regarding 

the Settlement of the China Incident". This document provided 

that the incident would be speedily ended by military force 

and diplomatic action to make China abolish her anti-Japanese 

and pro-communist policies with the main object of establish-

ing harmony and c'o-prosperity among Japan, Manchuria, and China. 

Military operations were to be taken toward occupying certain 

points so as to have China relinquish hostile intentions, and 

diplomatic measures were to be taken toward China and third 

powers to induce China into the position desired. Land forces 

were to operate principally in the Hopei-Chahar and Shanghai 

areas. Japan then would be mobilized for war. In North China, 

no separate administration would be conducted although proper 

guidance would be given, but security would be maintained under 

E-51 
f. Ex. 486b, T. 5983-4 
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military forces. Management of communication and exploitation 

of natural resources for military purposes would be controlled 

by Japan and matters relating to commerce, economics and finance 

would be regulated by Japan to make China give up her hostile 
a. 

attitude„ 

£-53. Japan's minimum demands under the plan were as fol-

lows; (l) that Japan could station troops, being willing if 

necessary to voluntarily reduce her forces to the number at the 
V 

outbreak of the incident; (2) that the Tangku Truce would be 

continued, while the DOIHARA and UMEZU agreements would be 

dissolved; (3) that central China forces in Hopei would be with-

drawn and control over anti-Japanism and pro-communism there 

enforced; (4) that while the two North China political coun-

cils would be abolished and the administration conducted by 

Nanking, the officials should be friendly to Japan; (5) that 

there would be an agreement for economic collaboration under 

joint management on equal footing; (6) that a designated de-

militarized zone be set up around Shanghai; (7) that China for-

mally recognize Manchukuo; (8) that an anti-Comintern Pact be 

concluded; (9) that especially strict anti-communist control 

be enforced in the North China demilitarized zone; (10) that 

China would control anti-Japanism especially in demilitarized 

areas; (ll) that China pay indemnity for direct damage to Jap-

anese properties and rights for which China had assumed 

£-52. 
a. Ex. 3262, T. 29772-86 
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responsibility to protect, and for direct damages due to illegal 

use or disposal of Japan's property; and (l2) that a large scale 

joint syndicate be set up to engage in marine transportation and 

aviation and to operate the railroads, and the gold, iron, and 
a. 

coal mines in North China, agriculture and other enterprises. 

£-54. By the middle of December, with the increasing Jap-

anese victories and the fall of Nanking, the Chinese capital, 

definite steps were taken by the conspirators who wished to gain 

the maximum benefits at this time to increase the demands on 

China. On December 20, a Liaison Conferente was held which de-
a. 

cided upon the four terms for peace to be offered to China. 

These terms were that (l) China should abandon her pro-communist 

and anti-Japanese policies and collaborate with Japan and Man-

chukuo in an anti-communist policy; (2) demilitarized zones 

would be established in necessary areas under special adminis-

trative machinery; (3) close economic relations were to be con-

cluded among the three nations; and (4; China was to make neces-

b. 

sary reparations. The details were in substance the minimum 
c. 

demands contained in the outline of October 1. A reply was 

demanded for the end of the year, but it might be prolonged 
d. 

until January 10, 1938. The terms were submitted t"o China 
e. 

through Germany on December 27. Pressure was put on China 

through Germany to accept the terms quickly. On January 10, 

1938, TOGO told von Neurath that peace conditions would be 

a. Ex. 3262, T. 29772-86 
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harder if the war continued longer, and that, if Chiang Kai-Shek 

did not accept Japan's terms, peace would be made with each pro-

vinci 1 governor. On the same day, having seen items in the 

press on continuation of the war and of a break in negotiations, 

Dirksen made inquiry of and was told by HIROTA that Japan expected 

an answer, but must insist on speed,and that the decisions appear-

ing in the press items were measures to be taken in case of 

go 

China's refusal. However, the conspirators were not too confi-

dent that their terms would be accepted. Even earlier, on Decem-

ber 24, 1937, the Cabinet had decided on the "Outline of Meas-

ures for the China Incident" to be applied in the event that 
h. 

China continued to resist. Furthermore, some of the conspir-

ators, in particular those from the army, were not in favor of 

the terms offered. Among the general staff, the opinion pre-

vailed that the conditions of the truce were so aggressive that 
i. 

they might impair future diplomatic relations with China. ac-

cording to the accused KIDO, the army was in favor of giving 

concrete terms and was most anxious to press the peace solution, 
\ 

and he was the one that led the battl,e to keep the terms more 

abstract. The army thought the chance of failure so great 

that, according to KIDO, it had firmly determined to bring about 
k. 

peace at any cost. Defense witness KAIVAHE testified that the 
General Staff advocated that to secure peace with China de~ 

17 
finite and moderate terms should be offered. The reason 

f . E x . 4 8 6 D , T . 5 9 9 1 

g . E x . 4 8 6 1 , T . 5 9 9 3 

h. Ex. 3263, T. 29817 
i. Ex. 3265, T. 29856 
jo Ex. 3340, T. 30836-7 
k. Ex. 3340, T. 30836 
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behind the army's view was clearly fear of what might happen in 

the event of war with the Soviet Union. ITAGAKI testified that 

even six months later the Supreme Command saw important defects 

in defense against the Soviet, and had to aim at ending the Hankow 

operation and. to devise measures for peace so as not to neglect 
m. 

national power against the Soviet. This feeling on the part 

of the army did not represent any abandonment of the object of 

the conspiracy. It meant only that the military men, with 

their knowledge of strategy, tactics and the needs of warfare, 

felt it better to consolidate the position in North China, to 

stop the warfare, and to prepare adequately against the contin-

gencies of conflicts with third powers before advancing the area 

of aggression further. 

£-55. To settle the differences between the government 

and the army it was decided to hold an Imperial Conference and 

to arrive at a decision binding upon all. On January 11, 1938, 

the Imperial Conference was held and a two-fold policy adopted. 

On the one hand, the conference decided that if China should 

ask for reconciliation, Japan would negotiate in accordance 

with the conditions of the negotiations for peace between Japan 

and China, these being the same terms already decided. On the 

other hand, if China did not reconsider, Japan would not only 

make the Chinese government her opponent, but would aid in form-

ing a new government and would be determined to annihilate the 

£-54. 
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old or to absorb it into the new. 

£-56. On January 13, 1938, China replied that the new terms 

were too broad in scope, and that it desired to know the nature 

and content of the new conditions in order to reach a definite 
a. 

decision. On this being reported by Dirksen, HIROTA became 

angry, declared the answer an evasion and stated that China was 

beaten and Japan did not have to give any information. When 

reminded that China had only official knowledge of the four con-

ditions and the rest had been kept in an indefinite form at his 
b. 

own wish, HIROTA agreed to take the matter up with the Cabinet. 

According to K I D O , H I R O T A reported the matter to the cabinet, 

stating he had concluded there was no good faith to be discerned 

on the part of China. On January 14, 1938, it was decided not 
c. 

to deal with the China government. 

£-57. This decision went far beyond that of the Imperial 

Conference which had set forth the details of the terms to be 

offered to China and had decided that these terms would be the 
a. 

basis of negotiation. The Imperial Conference decision merely 

set forth the alternative roads that would be followed depend-

ing on China's attitude. The decision of January 14, 1938, 

definitely chose the road of continuing military operations 

against China. £ven after the Imperial Conference and govern-

ment decisions, according to the official records of the Imper-

ial Conference, the General Staff insisted on efforts being 

£-55. 
a. Ex. 3264, T. 29844-9 

a. Ex. 486B, T. 5984-5 
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made for reconciliation. To finally settle the matter, it was 

decided to hold a Liaison Conference on January 15* KAWABE testi-

fied that TADA, vice-chief of staff, was extremely regretful of 

the government decision and expressed his opinion at length at the 
C . 

Liaison Conference. However, the government plan was finally 

accepted at the Liaison Conference, but the General Staff still 

maintained, its belief that the reconciliation doctrine was desir-
d

0 

able. On January 16, Premier KGNQE issued a public declara-

tion in which he stated that Japan would no longer deal with the 

China National Government but would expect the establishment and 
e . 

development of a new government with which Japan would cooperate, 

With this decision and announcement the conspirators had firmly 

rejected the advice of the strategists to make haste slowly, and 

had decided to go forward immediately with their aggressive activ-

ities in all of China, 

2. THE PERIOD FROM JAKUAKY 16. 1938 to SEPTEMBER 2, 1945. 

EE^iS. From the time of the announcement of January 16, 1938, 

until the close of the Pacific war in September 1945, Japan contin-

uously waged aggressive war against China, She waged that war-

under the avowed policy that unless the Chinese National Govern-

ment conceded to Japan all of her demands, she would destroy that 

government. On January 22, 1938, Premier KONOE stated in the 

Diet that it was Japan's immutable national aim to bring permanent 

peace for East Asia on the foundation of close cooperation 

among Japan, Manchukuo, and China, and that the decision not to 

£ 5 2 c 
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deal with the National government had been dictated by this pol-

a o 

icy. On the same day, HIROTA stated in the Diet that Japan 

had no territorial ambitions in China, but she wanted China to 

take the broad view and collaborate .with Japan toward the ideal 

of cooperation for the common prosperity and well being of the 

two countries. However, the Chinese National Government had 

failed to understand this, and this had led to the declaration 

of January 16, which he felt was the only way to realize Japan's 

ideal of securing the stability of East Asia through Sino-
b. 

Japanese cooperation. In view of the national policy deter-

mined by the HIROTA Cabinet and the plans of the KQNOE Cabinet 

already considered, the blunt, import of these two statements, 

stripped of the beguiling camouflage of high sounding words, 

was simply that there would be peace in East Asia only upon 

Japan's own terms, and if those terms were not accepted, there 

could be no peace. Whoever stood in the way of the accomplish-

ment of Japan's aims must fall. 

E-59. The theme of these statements, in one form or an-

other, was constantly reiterated during the remaining days of 

the KQNOE Cabinet. On November 3, 1938, KONOE in a radio ad-

dress boasted that Canton and Hankow, the heart of China called 

the "Middle Plain", the control of which gave control of all 

China, had fallen to the Japanese without Japan straining her 

fighting power which was at a level sufficient to ward off 

E-58. 
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intervention from third powers. He considered it deplorable 

that Japan and all Asia had been thwarted by the mistaken policy. 
a. 

of the Chinese National Government. On November 29, 1938, 

Foreign Minister ARITA told the Privy Council that it was Japan's 

policy not to make peace with Chiang Kai-Shek, whether the pro-

posal was made through a third party or directly, but if Chiang 

should abandon his proJComintern and anti-Japanese policy and 

merge with the New Central Government (which was not yet estab-
b. 

lished), the matter would be reconsidered. On December 22, 

1938, KQNOE again stated that Japan was resolved to completely 

destroy the anti-Japanese National Government through military 

operations and to establish a new order in East AsiA with the 
c. 

cooperation of far-sighted Chinese, 

£ 4 T h i s policy was continued by RONOS's successors. 

Shortly after he became Premier, H1RANUMA, on January 21, 1939, 

stated that his Cabinet was committed to the same policy and 

was determined to proceed at all costs toward achieving its final 

purpose, More direct in his use of language than his predeces-

sor, he stated that Japan alene could insure permanent peace 

in Sast Asia, There could be no peaos unless the three count-

ries of Japan, China, and Manchukuo were united in realising 

the common objective of establishing a new order t© replace the 

olds He had hoped that Shina would understand this and cooper-

ate, because for those who failed to understand and persisted 
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in opposition against Japan, Japan had no alternative other than 

a. 

to exterminate them. This policy was also carried forward by 

the Cabinets succeeding that of HIRANUMA. This is apparent not so 

much from policy statements made by those Cabinets but from their 

actions which will be considered shortly in another, although clos-

ely related, connection. 

E-6l. Pursuant to this policy, Japan poured her troops into 

China to further her program. From less than 5000 men at the 

time of the Marco Polo Incident, Japanese troops in China had in-

creased to a million or more by the time of the fall of the 

KONOE Cabinet. The accused KIDO noted in his diary that the ac-
a. 

cused ITAGAKI sent 1,600,000 men overseas to China. While in 

the course of his testimony he attempted to maintain that he was 

mistaken in view of information obtained later, he did admit that 
b. 

there were at least 700,000 Japanese troops in China. HATA, in 

his interrogation, stated that in the campaign for Hangchow, he 

had a force of from 300,000 to 400,000 men sent to him from the 
c. 

north for this operation, The forces despatched moved deep 

into China. By the end of 1938, the Japanese had taken Hsuchow, 

Kaifeig, Matang, Kiukiang, Sfnyang, Canton, Hankow, and Yoyang. 

In 1939, they took Nanchang, Lungchow, and banning. In 1940, 

they captured Nichang, and in 1942, they took Urnling and Teng-

chung. In 1944, they attacked Chengchow, captured Loyang, Chang-
d. 

sha, Hengyang, Kwelein, and Luchow, and recaptured Panning. 

E-60. 
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£-62. The Japanese forces were organized into expedition-

ary armies, known first as the North China Expeditionary Army and 

the Central China Expeditionary Army and later combined into the 

China Expeditionary Forces. The spread of these forces through-

out the vast territory of China against obstinate opposition was, 

in light of the declared purposes of Japan, aggressive war in 

every real sense of the term. Yet the Japanese never declared 

war on China and preferred not to call the events that were 

transpiring a war, but called such events an "incident" or an . 

"affair". Even after the termination of all hostilities, we 

have heard witness after witness, and even some of the accused, 

in this courtroom refer to the eight-years long conflict as an 

incident or an affair. The prevailing view among those high in 

governmental and military circles seemed and still seems to be 

that if one applies to an unpleasant and criminal act a non-

committal term, all will be well and one can avoid the respon-

sibility that attaches to the unpleasant and criminal act. If 

this view is permitted to prevail, then mankind must acknowl-

edge that it has lost the final battle in the conflict between 

words and reality and that it subscribes to the Hitlerian doc-

trine that a lie told often enough to a sufficient number of 

people, who may be beguiled to believe it, is the truth. 

£-63. If by this persistent reference to the hostilities 

with China as an "affair" or "incident" the accused intend to 
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claim that, because neither side promulgated a declaration of 

war, until December 9, 1941, when China declared war, there was 

no war between Japan and China until that time, it is submitted 

that this contention is wholly untenable. War is a fact. Its 

existence does not depend upon a declaration of war from either 

party. The declaration is only the formal recognition by the 

parties of the existence of the fact. While it is sometimes 

true that a declaration of war is the first act taken to create 

a state of war between the parties, it is not the only way that 

that state can be created, actual hostilities can and do 

create a state of war as effectively and as expeditiously as 

any declaration of war. Certainly, the United States and 

. Japan were at war during the interval from the moment of the 

attack on Pearl Harbor until the time the parties issued 

their respective declarations. The declarations in that 

case merely recognized the existence of a status which had 

already come into being. It cannot be contended that the 
a. 

Hague Convention relative to the Opening of Hostilities 

made a declaration of war a sine qua non to the existence of a 

state of war. That treaty provides for notice as a warning to 

the enemy against whom war is being opened, so that it may not 

be taken by surprise. The fact that the treaty requires notice 

to be given is in itself recognition that there can be war 

without a declaration. If that treaty is construed to re-

quire a declaration of war before a war can be said to exist, 

£ 6 2° 
a. Ex. 14 
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then the entire treaty is meaningless and the treaty perpetuates 

in more vicious form the evils which it sought to eliminate. Up-

on that construction, any aggressor could avoid the requirements 

of this treaty and others dealing' with the subject of war by 

merely stating that he was required to give notice only in the 

event there was a war, and until he made a declaration of war, 

there was no war requiring him to give the notice. If it be 

suggested that the aggrieved nation could issue the declaration 

of war and thus create the state of war, we must bear in mind 

the lesson of recent times that aggression is often so swift 

that the aggrieved is completely subjugated before it can issue 

a declaration of war. Moreover, the aggressor should not es-

cape from his just punishment merely because the aggrieved did 

not go through a formality which the aggressor deems of no value. 

Society has never permitted, in any legal system, the aggressor 

and the aggrieved, either alone or together, to determine for 

themselves the existence or the non-existence of a crime against 

society. It cannot permit the aggressor or the aggrieved, who 

for reasons of their own have not taken a certain action,to de-

termine whether, in la ct, the crime against society now being 

tried by this Tribunal - aggressive war - does or does not 

exist. If it is decided that the existence of aggressive war 

depends upon the fact whether or not there exists a formal declar-

ation of war, such a decision would accept the shadow and reject 
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the substance, and sanctify the worst type of aggressive conduct. 

E-64. If the conflict between Japan and China was not a war, 

then, indeed is mockery made of the obvious, for everything that 

occurred in the conflict had its counterpart in what man has 

traditionally known as war. £ven while calling it an incident, 

the Japanese took, with the exception of issuing a formal de-

claration of war, every measure that they would have taken if 

they had regarded it as a war. On November 11, 1937, the Imper-

ial Headquarters Ordinance was enacted to provide for control of 

the armed forces in military operations in the case of war or an 

incident in the nature of war; and on November 20, 1937, Imperial 

General Headquarters was established, putting the military and 
a. 

naval forces on a war footing. On November 19, 1937, the lia-

ison between the government and the Imperial General Headquarters 

was worked out. In answer to an inquiry of KIDO^ the War Minis-

ter stated that Imperial General Headquarters would be estab-

lished in the case of an incident only if the incident were one 

which required a declaration of war, that is, mobilization of 
b. 

the army. In February 1938, terms of enlistment in the Kwan-
c. 

tung Army were extended and increased. In March 1938, the 

General Mobilization Law providing for the gearing of the en-

tire nation to war was enacted, and in May 1938, was in part 
d. 

made applicable to the conflict with China. 

£-65. In casualties and destruction the conflict with 

£-64. 
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China was one of the greatest wars that mankind has known. The 

figures of the Japanese show that as of June 1941, 2,015,000 

Chinese had been killed; that the Chinese armed forces had lost 

in killed, wounded, and captured 3,800,000 men; that the Jap-

anese had captured from the Chinese as booty, 482,257 arms, 

1475 tanks, cars and trucks, 2449 railway engines and carriages 

and 410 warships and vessels; that they had destroyed 1977 Chin-

ese planes; and that the Japanese had themselves lost 109,250 
a. 

men killed and 203 planes. The official records of the 

Chinese army show that the army alone lost from July 1937 to 
b. 

August 1945, 3,207,948 in killed, wounded, and missing. 

This did not include the millions of non-combatants that were 

killed or maimed in the course of the war. 

E-66. Whatever doubt might have existed about the nature 

of the conflict in China is wholly dispelled by the statements 

of two of the accused, both of whom are professional experts in 

warfare and well qualified to recognize war when it exists. 

Both MUTO and HATA, the latter of whom was first commander of 

the Central China Expeditionary Army and later commander of the 

China Expeditionary Forces, admitted in their interrogations that 

the conflict in China was actually a war, although the Japanese 
a. 

government looked upon it and considered it an incident. 

G. THE DOMINATION OF CHINA 

1. POLITICAL 

E-65. 
a. Ex. 276B, T. 3701-2 
b. Ex. 252, T„ 3415-23 
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E-67. The waging of war under a pledge of destruction of 

the Chinese National Government unless Japan's terms and demands 

were accepted was only one half of the policy promulgated on 

January 16, 1938. The other half was that Japan would expect 

the establishment and development of a new government with 

which Japan could cooperate. Even before the establishment of 

this policy, efforts had been made in this direction. On 

July 29, 1937, immediately after serious fighting began, the 

Tientsin .autonomous Council was established under the chair-

manship of Kao to handle urgent matters for stabilizing peace 

a. 
in the city. On August 8, 1937, KAWAEE formally entered 

Peiping and placed the city under martial law with himself as 
b. 

military governor. 

E-68. These early moves were but temporary expedients. 

For North China, even before the break in relations with Chiang 

Kai-Shek, the plans called for something of a more permanent 

nature. As early as august 1937, General NEMOTO of the Spec-

ial Mission told Goette of the project of forming a puppet 
a. 

government in Peiping. Shortly- thereafter General KITA, 

head of special services in Peiping, invited Jang Ko-Min to 

become head of the government, and staff officers were sent 

to see him in Hong Kong. Aang left for North China on Decem-

ber 6, 1937, and thereafter decided to head the North China 

regime. On December 14, 1937, the Provisional Chinese 

E-67. 
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Government was established. Goette attended the installation 

of the new government at which were present Japanese army of-

ficers and civilians and the members of the new puppet govern-

c. 

ment . 

E-69. The establishment of the Provisional Government was 

directly in line with the policy determined by the Cabinet ten 

days later on December 24, 1937, in the "Outline of Measures for 

the China Incident", to cover the situation in the event Chiang 

Kai-Shek did not comply with Japan's demands. This policy pro-

vided that in North China they should aim to establish an anti-

communistic, pro-Japanese-Manchukuoan regime which would have 

inseparable economic relations with Japan and Manchukuo. The 

new regime was to be supervised to become the leading power in 

North China and it was to have an organization appropriate for 

the new era under leaders who would have the confidence of all 

China. Supervision was to be carried out internally by Japan-

ese advisors who were to follow a policy of non-interference in 

domestic matters. This government was to supersede the former 

autonomous governments, and the area of its control was to de-

pend on the scope of military operations, but was to include 
a . 

mainly Hopei, Shantung, Shansi, and part of Chahar provinces. 

E-70. Moreover, the Japanese army had extended its opera-

tions to Shanghai and Central China, and in the event that an 

agreement could not be had with Chiang Kai-Shek, provision had 

E-68. 
b. Ex. 463, T. 5297-8 
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to be made for the governing of that area. The policy plan of 

December 24 provided against that contingency. It provided that 

they would consider establishing a new government in that area 

which would have connections with the North China regime, but for 

the time being the matter of maintaining peace would be left to 

Public Peace Maintenance Associations to be established. Shang-

hai, excluding the International Settlement and French Conces-

sion, was to become a special city with a Chinese mayor assisted 

by a Japanese Councillor. Likewise its police were to have Jap-
a. 

anese councillors. On December 5, 1937, the Shanghai Municipal 

Government was organized, thereafter movements for creating a new 

regime were launched, and Public Peace Maintenance Associations 
b. 

were created in certain places. 

E-71. Negotiations with Chiang Kai-Shek having terminated, 

on January 27, 1938, the KONGE Cabinet decided on a program for 

the establishment of a new Central China regime. It provided for 

establishing the Central China Provisional Government (later 

known as the Renovation Government; first at Shanghai and then 

at Nanking, and for strengthening and stimulating the establish-

ment of a new regime backed by Japan. Considerable part of init-

ial costs were to be borne by Japan, and local peace was to be 

undertaken by the Japanese army until new local governments were 

established. The new government was to consist of the central 

government, the Shanghai Special Municipality, provincial 

E-70. 
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governments, and county autonomous bodies. On the same day, in 

a companion policy for the direction of the Central China Adminis-

tration, it was provided that a highly pro-Japanese regime would 

be established. General inner direction of this regime was to 

be carried out by Japanese officers who were to avoid detailed 

direction and interference in administration and participation 

in provincial governments. The army was to be trained under the 

guidance of Japan, and the navy and air force were to be in-

cluded in Japan's defense plans. Japanese were to instruct the 

b. 
police. attempts were made by MATSUI through SUGANO and others 

c. 

to have Chen Chung-Fu form the new regime. 'When this failed, 

it became known that General HARADA and Colonel KUSUMOTO, of 

the Army Special Service in Shanghai, and the naval special or-

gan assisted various groups to expedite collaboration. On March 
d. 

28, 1938, the Renovation Government was established. In gen-

eral, it followed the plan established by the Japanese Cabinet. 

£-72. However, the Provisional and Renovation Governments 

were themselves only temporary expedients. They divided China 

artificially into North and Central China. The situation dif-

fered considerably from the case in Manchuria. There by dig-

ging deep into the forgotten wells of history the Japanese had 

been able to find a shaky foothold on which to base a justifica-

tion of independence for Manchuria. Here, there could be found 

in the history of China no such justification, for China had 

£ 7 1 . 
a . E x . 463A, T . 5315-7 

b. Ex. 463A, T. 5311-3 
c. E x . 463a, T . 5306 

d. Ex. 463, T. 5308-9 
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been a unity and a nation for thousands of years. T

0
 keep it div-

ided would disclose to the world Japan's purpose and make clear 

that Japan had taken over and was controlling China. It was, 

therefore, essential that a new national government be formed em-

bracing all of China under the leadership of one who would be 

amenable to Japan. The leader selected by Japan was Wang Ching-

Wei, Vice-Chairman of the Kuomintang and of the Chinese National 

Defense Council. 

E-73
0
 According to defense witness KAGESA, in the spring 

of 1938, immediately after the temporary governments had become 

created, Kao and Tung, former officials of China's Foreign Min-

istry, were brought by the Japanese forces in China to meet with 

the witness, then Chief of the Chinese Section of the General 
a. 

Staff, who had advance notice of their coming. These men pro-

posed that some person other than Chiang Kai-Shek must be found 

to invite peace and that there was no one better suited for this 
b. 

than Wang Ching-Wei. KAGESA immediately reported the matter 

to Vice-Chief of Staff TADA who in turn reported it to War Min-

ister SUGIYAMA. The latter took, the matter up with the Five 

Ministers Conference which determined that there was no ob~ 
c. 

tion to the plan. This decision was clearly a green light 

for the Chinese collaborators to go ahead with the plan. 

E-74. Japan, in the meantime, decided to go ahead with form-

ing the nucleus of the new government. Foreign Minister UGAKI^ 

E_Z2« 
a. Ex. 2721A, T. 23978, T. 24020-1 
b. Ex. 2721A, T. 23978 
c. T. 24024, 24026 
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who had succeeded HIROTA in the KONQE Cabinet, reported to the 

Emperor on September 21, 1938, that the government was care-

fully planning a new Chinese Central Government, and as a base 

for this had decided to immediately establish a federated com-

mittee with the cooperation of the Provisional and Renovation 

Governments. On August 27 and 28th, Japan's representatives 

and military authorities decided on a basic plan. On September 

9 and 10th, these representatives met with the representatives 

of the Provisional and Renovation Governments at Dairen in Man-

churia and decided to establish the committee. The committee, 

which was established on September 22, was to control common 

administrative matters and, as its chief purpose, to facilitate 
a. 

the establishment of a new Central Government. In his testi-

mony, ITAGAKI admitted that in July 1938, BANZAI, DOIHARA, and 

TSUDA were sent to China to see Tang Shao-I and Wu Pei-Fu and 
b. 

to get the cooperation of those who desired peace. While 
ITAGaKI has denied that they were sent to work out the new 

c. 

regime, in view of the fact that Japan insisted that peace 

could come only with a new regime, it is clear that the work 

of this group was solely concerned with the project for the 

new regime. 

E-75. Having set up the federated committee, the next 

step was to bring Wang Ching-Wei into the picture. According 

to KAGESA, in the autumn of 1938 Colonel Imai came from Shanghai 

E£Z4. 
a. Ex. 269, T. 3589-90 
b. E x . 3316, T . 30307, T . 30432 

c. T. 30432 
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bringing a tentative draft of peace terms drawn up by Kao and 

a. 
Mei. The plan proposed was submitted by War Minister ITAGAKI 

b. 
to the Five Ministers Conference. amendments to the plan were 

c. 

made by the Army Staff and War Ministry. On November 19, 

1938, KAGESA and IMAI under orders from ITAGAKI, after the let-

ter's consultation in the Five Ministers Conference, went to 

Shanghai to deliver Japan's terms which were in substance those 
d. 

later given by KQNOE in his December statement. The plan 

adopted was that Jang would escape from Chunking in accordance 

with a plan which Wang and Kao had arranged, and Japan would 

then announce the peace terms. KaGESA reported this to ITAGAKI, 

who, in turn, admittedly on November 25, 1938, obtained the 
e. 

consent of the Five Ministers Conference. It was a nat-

ural part of the plan that after Wang had escaped and Japan 

had clarified its terms, Wang should accept them. 

E-76. The terms of the peace that would be made with Wang 

were embodied in the policy of adjusting new relations with 

China adopted by the Five Ministers Conference on November 25, 
a. 

1938. The adoption of this policy was deemed of such impor-

tance that the matter was referred for decision to an Imperial 

Conference. The Imperial Conference was held on November 30, 
b. 

1938, and approved the policy and the taking of Hainan Island. 

The policy adopted was presented by Foreign Minister ARITA and 

was identical with the policy reported by ARITA on the previous 

2=21. 
a.. Ex. 2721A, T. 23979 
b. T. 24031 
c. Ex. 2721A, T. 23979, 24030 
d. Ex. 2721A, T. 239796

2

4032-3 
e. Ex. 2721A, T. 23979-80, 24037-8; E

x
. 3316, T. 30309 

* 
E-76. 

a. Ex. 3316, T. 30309 
b. Ex. 3316, T. 30309 
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day, November 29, 1938, to the Privy Council. It provided that 

China would recognize Manchukuo; that the three nations would 

cooperate in politics, diplomacy, education, propaganda, and 

trade; that there would be cooperation and joint defense against 

the Comintern with Menkiang (the Mongolian Border) established 

as a special military and political zone for such purposes, and 

Japan to have the right to station troops in North China with 

China to bear part of the cost: that military demands and rights 

over railroads would be reserved; that economically emphasis 

would be laid oft securing from North China the resources which 

Japan and Manchukuo lacked; that Japan would examine the policy 

of the open door from the standpoint of establishing a three-

nation economic bloc ba,sed on Japan' s defense' heecTs, and would 

not recognize it to the extent that it was incompatible with 

•r. ...
n
 i^d Manchukuo, lacked' that-Japan would examine the policy 

that viewpoint; and that Japan would strengthen political rela-

?d • int of esteblishir 
tions with Ge'rriiany and Italy. 

•nip, economic bloc based on Japan's defense needs", and Would 
£ 7 7 . lft anticipation of the events that were about to 

V. recobnize it to the extent that it was incompatible with 
occur, a central organ was established. On December 16, 1938, 

. a -
 :

: run a -
the China-affairs Board was established under the Premier to 

be in charge of affairs concerning politics, economy, and cul-

;•.-.-• , it i ci O c . t . - ' t " th , t 'Are ai 

tural needs In China during the Incident. It was to formulate 

policies and supervise the business of companies established 

to start enterprises in China and to control business in China, 

The Ministers of Foreign affairs, Finance, War and Navy were 

£ 7 6 . 
c. Ex. 269, T. 3592-9 
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to be its vice-presidents. The organization had its head of-

fice in Tokyo and a branch in Shanghai, Peiping, Amoy and Kalgan 

The Tokyo office had four divisions - political, economic, cul-

tural, and technical, while the branches had political, economic 

and cultural divisions. Decisions made by the head office were 

transmitted to the proper branch office which took the matter up 

with the local Chinese government. Even after the establishment 

of the Nanking government in March 1940, the organization con-

tinued to function in order to effect the decisions of Tokyo. 

Liaison was maintained between the local branches and the milit-
b. 

ary commanders in the field. 

B-78. AS planned, Wang Ching-Wei escaped from Chunking on 
a . 

December 18, 1938, and went to Hanoi in French Indo-China. On 

December 22, 1938, also as planned, KONOE issued his statement 

that Japan desired to make public its basic policy for adjust-

ing relations with the new China. He stated that: (l) China 

should give up anti-Japanism and resentment against Manchukuo 

and enter into complete diplomatic relations with Manchukuo; 

(2) that there should be concluded an anti-Comintern agreement 

like the one among Japan, Germany, and Italy, under which 

Japan would have the right to station troops at designated 

points during the period of the agreement and Inner Mongolia 

would be designated as a special anti-communist area; (3) that 

Japan did not want an economic monopoly and would not demand 

a . Ex. 455, T. 5183-5 
b. Ex. 389, T. 4762-3 

S-78. 
a . Ex. 2721A, T . 23980 
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that China limit the interests of third powers who understood 

the new East Asia and would act accordingly, but did demand that 

China follow the principle of equality and give to Japan the 

facilities for developing natural resources, especially in North 
b

s 

China and Inner Mongolia, On December 29, 1938, Wang made a 

speech in Hanoi in which h® stated that in view of KONGE's declar-

ation he had come to believe that the National Government should, 

as soon as possible, exchange views with Japan on the basis of 
c. 

the three points to restore peace. 

E-79. Since for Japan's purposes at deceiving the world 

Wang could not head the new government from Hanoi, the next step 

was to bring him to China, In March 1939, the Five Ministers 

Conference decided to send KaQESa to Hanoi to take Wang to a 
a. 

safety zone, which ITAGAKI testified was designated as Bhang-
is, 

hui, K A G E S A arrived in Hanoi on April 17 carrying letters to 

mug f r o m A R I T A , I T A Q K K I , S U Z U K I , and Y C N A I , and i m m e d i a t e l y c o n -

c, 
tsetid 'Wang. Arrangements were made for leaving, and the party, 

d. 

including Wang, left Hanoi en «pril 2§„ With greateit secrecy, 

all arrangements for the boat, the trip, the housing, and pro® 

teetion of Wang in Shanghai ware carried out by K A & I I A §n a fixed 

§„ ~ f, 
schedule, The party arrived in Shanghai en May 1939. 

fcgQ. On May 31, lf|f, after having met in Shanghai with 

the Shines® collaborationists, including Kae and Mai, Wang aecomp-
a, 

anied by these Chinese and the KAQKSA party, left for Tokyo, 

~ " ~ b
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While in Tokyo during early June, he conferred with HIRANUMA, 

b. 
ITAGAKI, KQNOE, ARITA, and YONAI. The discussions as reported 

c. d. 

by KAGESn and SHIMIZU, the interpreter, showed Wang com-

pletely agreeable to going along with the Japanese plan, and that 

the Japanese attitude was that Wang was free to act, so long as 

he acted in compliance with Japanese desires and demands. While 

in Tokyo, the Wang party presented a note asking that China's 
e. 

sovereignty be respected. It was nothing -more than the plain-

tive plea that China be left with some semblance of sovereignty 

and that Japanese.technical experts rather than political advisors 

be appointed in each ministry. It asked that Japan, in the event 

it desired anything, would act through diplomacy and not by mil-

itary decree.. _ 

E-81. Having completed his errand in Tokyo, 'Wang returned 

to China accompanied by KAGESA and conferred with the leaders of 

the Provisional and Renovation Governments with respect to the 

a . 
establishment of a central government. He also conferred on 

b. 
this problem with General T'ADA and reached an understanding. 

A war of active propaganda was started by means of radio and 
c. 

newspapers. From August 28 to September 6, 1939, Wang con-

ducted the "Sixth National Kuornintang Congress" of the dissenters 

from Chiang Kai-Shek'.s policy, which affirmed as principles all 

of Japan's demands and discussed preparations for the Central 
d. 

Folitical Conference to establish a new central government. 

E-80. 
b. Ex. 2585, T. 22254-70 
c. Ex. 2721A, T. 23991-6 
d. Ex. 2585, T. 22262-72; Ex. 2586, T. 22286-91 
e. Ex. 2588, T . 22276-84 

E-81. 
a. T. 24125-6; Ex. 2598, T. 22345 
b. Ex. 2721a, T. 24125-6 
c. Ex.. 2598, T. 22345 
d. Ex. 2598, T. 22345-8 
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After consultation with various political leaders, Wang issued 

an invitation to the Provisional and Renovation Governments to 

participate in organizing the Central Political Council to create 
e. 

a new state. On September 22 and 23, 1939, respectively, the 

f. 

Renovation and Provisional Governments accepted. 

£482. In the meantime, in Japan action was taken to imple-

ment the plan because, according to KAGESA, in order to prove its 

sincerity, Japan had to deliberate with Wang on the embodiment 

of the KQNOE statement prior to Wang organizing a government -

a polite way of stating that Japan had to make.sure that Wang 

would carry out Japan's demands. In October 1939, the China 

Affairs Board had a tentative plan. The plan was studied by 

both Japanese and Chinese and finally approved by both sides on 
a . 

December 30, 1939. In January 1940, Goette was.told by the 

Japanese Army press section that an agreement had been reached 

for forming a new government. At the time, KAGESA by his actions 

disclosed that he was playing the leading role in the conference. 

On March 30, 1940, the new government under Wang Ching-Wei was 
c. 

formally established at Nanking. 

B-83. Wang Ching-Wei upon becoming president of the new 

regime quickly took steps to carry out his commitments to Japan. 

On October 10, 1940, there was initiated a treaty between the 

new government and Japan, and on November 30, it was formally 
a. 

signed. This treaty provided that the two governments should 

E-81. 
e. Ex. 2594, T

0
 22333-5 

f. Ex. 2595, T„ 22336-7; Ex. 2596, T„ 22338-9 

£482. 
a., Ex. 2721A, T. 23998-24000 
b. T. 3858 

c. Ex. 2764, T. 3701 

E-83_q 
a. Ex. 464, T. 5323-5; Ex. 2721A, T. 24002 
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effect close cooperation so as to complement each other and min-

ister to each other's needs in resources in North China and Men-

kiang, especially minerals needed for national defense, Wang 

agreed that the resources would be developed in close coopera-

tion with Japan. To develop resources needed in other areas, 
b. 

Wang agreed to give positive and full facilities to Japan, Ac-

companying the treaty were two secret agreements. In the first, 

it was agreed that diplomacy would be based on concert of action, 

and no measure would be taken with respect to third countries 

contrary to that principle, Wang also agreed to comply with 

Japan's demands for military needs in railways, airways, commun-

ications and waterways in areas where Japanese troops were sta-

tioned. China's administrative and executive rights were to be 
c, 

respected in ordinary times, Wang thus surrendered to Japan 

China's independence and freedom of action in diplomatic and 

military niatters. The second secret agreement allowed Japanese 

vessels to anchor in China harbor areas and allowed Japanese 

units to be stationed there. Wang agreed to cooperate in plan-

ning, developing and producing special resources, especially 

strategic ones needed for defense of Amoy, Hainan Island and 
d. 

other places. In a supplementary letter to the agreement, 

Wang promised that so long as Japan was carrying on military 

operations in China, China would cooperate toward full attain-
e. 

ment of Japan's war purpose. With these treaties Wang 

£-83. 
b. Ex. 40, T. $320-1 
c . E x . 4 6 5 , T . 5 3 2 7 - 8 

d. Ex. 465, T. 5328-30 
e. Ex. 465A, T. 5331 
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complied with Japan's military, political and economic demands. 

To comply with the demands of anti-communism and recognition of 

Manchukuo, Wang signed on November 27, 1940, the Protocol 

among- Japan, China and Manchukuo which provided that the three 

countries would bring about general reciprocal cooperation, a 
f. 

common defense against communism and economic cooperation. 

£484. That Japan never regarded the Wang government as any-

thing but a satrapy of Japan is well evidenced by the fact that 

when on November 1, 1942, the Ministry of Greater East Asia was 

established with jurisdiction to administer the political, ex-

cepting diplomatic, affairs of Greater East Asia, the relations 

with China were placed under that Ministry. The China affairs 

Bureau of that ministry was charged with matters of Chinese 

foreign affairs, of supervising corporations conducting business 

in China, cultural work for China, and other matters coricern-
a. 

ing China„ 

2. ECONOMIC ' 

K--65„ While a great deal of attention was paid by the Jap-

anese to avoid giving the impression to the outside world that 

the new governments were puppets controlled by Japan, Japanese 

economic control of the newly conquered areas of China was much 

more direct and open. Economic domination of China and its 

vast resources was the prime aim of the conspirators, AS 

pointed out before, in the terms given to the National 

£483-. 

~ f. Ex. 464A, T. 5325; Ex. 40, T. 5322 

a. Ex. 90, T. 5186-9 
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Government of China through Germany, economic demands played a 

large part. In the KQNOE statement of December 22, 1938, of the 

conditions on which Japan would make peace, one of the three 

terms demanded was economic cooperation. In fact, this was the 

one thing of real value which Japan wanted, inasmuch as the other 

terms added little to what Japan already had. The recognition 

of Manchukuo, while giving a gloss of respectability and legal-

ity to Japan's action, added nothing to Japan's actual control 

of Manchukuo. Joint defense against communism meant little to 

Japan, which already had more powerful allies in that endeavor 

and which shortly after entered into a non-aggression treaty 

with the Soviet Union. The actual extent of Japan's economic 

demands has already been seen in the treaty. 

£ 8 6 . The obtaining of economic control was carefully 

planned. In "The Outline of Measures for the China Incident", 

decided by the KQNOE Cabinet on December 24, 1937, to dispose 

of matters in the event Generalissimo Chiang Kai-Shek did not 

accept Japan's terms, Japan's economic plans were worked out 

in some detail. The plan stated that the object of economic 

development in North China should be to strengthen the relation 

of Japanese and Manchurian economy and to establish the founda-

tion for co-prosperity between those two and China. Every line 

of economy was to be developed by combining Chinese capital with 

Japanese capital and technique so as to contribute to the 
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production of materials necessary for national defense of both 

Japan and Manchukuo. The Chinese were to be put in the limelight 

to avoid giving them the impression that economic pressure was 

being applied, * national policy company to develop and control 

North China economy was to be organized to realize Japan's indus-

trial mobilization by developing and managing important indus-

tries, In managing the company they were to be careful to exer-

cise control according to circumstances. Cooperative invest-

ments by third powers and existing economic rights of third powers 

were to be respected as much as possible. Existing major indus-

trial enterprises were to be disposed of or adjusted according 

to this policy. Finances were to be strengthened and the gold 

production industry was to be taken over immediately from the 

viewpoint of international revenue and Japanese disbursements. 

The policy further provided that for establishing Japan's economic 

development in Central China with Shanghai as a base, a national 

policy company was to be created to maintain control of the public 

utilities. Complete plans for making Shanghai the special base 

were included. Businesses which could be started immediately were 

to be allowed to do so on condition that they be properly disposed 
a. 

of when the national policy company was formed. 

E-67. The basic concept behind this plan was to meet and 

satisfy all of Japan's economic needs for the program of aggres-

sion upon which she had embarked, and for that purpose to 

£-86. 
a. Ex. 3263, T. 29820-3; 29826-30 
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integrate the economy of China with that of Japan and Manchukuo. 

That the primary consideration was Japan's needs for the program 

of aggression was well brought out in the statement of the ac-

cused KAYA to the witness Goette, a statement which has never 

been denied. KAYx stated in 1940 that the plan for mobilizing 

materials in North China had three main points: the first was 

to supply Japan with war materials being consumed in the Sino-

Japanese hostilities; the second was to expand Japan's armament; 
a. 

and the third was to meet the needs of peace-time industry. 

£ 8 8 . To meet these fundamental purposes, a series of 

plans was brought forward for the integration of China's economy 

with that of Japan and Manchukuo into a so-called co-prosperity 

sphere. In the Board of f'lannings "Program for the Economic 

Development of China", published in the Tokyo Gazette for 

December 1938, it was stated that the development of natural 

resources in China would have far-reaching effects in realiz-

ing the ideal of economic collaboration - the base for the new, 

ideal order in East asia, It would have an important effect 

on Japan, the stabilizing power, in that it would supply cer-

tain things, strengthen national defense and augment produc-

tive power, Euffieient supplies would decrease Japan's over-

seas payments, and the coordination of industries within the 

three countries would adjust supply and demand and help balance 
a, 

international payments, Even minor industry, which was te 

, T . 3 8 7 2 

1 , E X , 4 6 Q A , T , 
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be left free from the control of the national policy company, 

was to be conducted on the principles that Japan, Manchukuo and 

China must avoid economic rivalry, that there should be a re-

striction of any enterprise requiring dual investment, and that 

they should avoid indiscriminate duplication of enterprises of 

b. ; 

the same kind. In the "Program for Economic Construction em-

bracing Japan, China and Manchukuo" of November 5, 1940, inte-

gration was fully developed. The basic policy adopted was what 

the objective of the program was to establish a self-supporting 

and self-suffient economic structure within ten years to streng-

then the position of East Asia in world economy. Under the pro-

gram, Japan's function was to promote science and technique and 

develop power industries such as heavy, chemical, and mining. 

Manchukuo was to swiftly perfect and develop important basic 

industries, especially in the mining and electrical fields. 

China was to develop her resources, further her mining and 

salt industries and undertake large scale production of raw 

materials. The plan made clear that Japan alone had decided 

for the three countries the essential policies with respect 

to spheres of industrial activity, labor, finance, banking, 
c. 

exchange, communication and transport. 

E-89. To put these policies into effect, pursuant to 

laws promulgated on April 30, 1938, two national policy com-
a „ 

panies were created. For North China there was established 

E-88. 
b. Ex. 462A, T. 5280-1 
c. Ex. 462-A, T

0
 5286-95 

E-89. 
a. Ex. 46OA, T. 526I 
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the North China Development Company, capitalized at 350,000,000 

yen, to accelerate economic development in that area and to co-

ordinate and adjust related undertakings. The company was a 

holding company and was not to engage directly in business enter-

prises, but was to organize many subsidiaries under joint Sino-

Japanese management and to adjust them so as to eliminate matters 

hindering the systematized growth of enterprise relating to the 

development of natural resources and other industry. Guidance 

was to be given the subsidiaries through capital in the hands 

of the holding company. To foster this company, the govern-

ment of Japan invested half the capital, subordinated itself 

to private investors as to dividend rights and granted subsidies 

for five years. The company, on the other hand, had to obtain 

government approval for loans, mergers, dissolution, dividends, 

plans for investment and financing, and the government could 
b. 

give orders necessary for supervision and national defense. 

£-90. In July 1938, the North China Telegraph and Tele-

phone Company, a subsidiary of the North China Development Com-

pany, was established and capitalized at 35*000,000 yen, of 

which ten million was contributed by the Provisional Govern-

ment and the balance by the holding company. This company, 

whose function was to construct and operate wire, wireless, 

telephone and submarine cables, was not limited to North China, 

but was to operate between Japan, Manchukuo and the rest of 

£-89. 
b. Ex, 460*, T. 5261-6 
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the world. The holding comj.>any directed the iron and steel in-

dustry in North China, which possessed 200,000,000 of China's 

350,000,000 tons of iron ore, and also directed the coal indus-

try which possessed 50 percent to 70 percent of China's 130-140 

billion tons of coal. Large amounts of this coal were earmarked 

for export to Japan, A company to manufacture, sell and use 
a. 

salt was established to fulfill Japan's needs in this commodity. 

E-91. For Central China, a similar holding company, the 

Central China Promotion Company, was. established. This company 

had the same rights and was subject to the same duties as the 

North China company, except that its capitalization was limited 

to 100,000,000 yen, as it was mainly designed to promote econ-

omic reconstruction in Central China, and it could operate busi-

ness directly as well as through subsidiaries under special cir-

a. 

cumstances. Even before this company was set up, the Central 

China Iron Mine Company was created on April 8, 1938, to develop 

the 100,000,000 tons of coal of this area. The original invest-

ment in the company was all Japanese. Concerns to control inland' 

water transportation and to operate busses, fisheries and salt 
b. 

manufacturies were established. By the end of 1940, the Cen-
c. 

tral China Promotion Company already had twelve subsidiaries. 

4-92. Through these corporations and through other more 

direct means, the Japanese took over the entire economy of oc-

cupied China. In 1940, the Cabinet Information Board admitted 

E-90. 
a. Ex. 46.1A, T

0
 5268-74 

a. Ex. 460«, T. 5261-6 
b. Ex. 461A, T. 5275-7 
c. Ex. 4624, T. 5282 
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that all deserted factories had been placed under the super-

vision of the Japanese army or consigned to Japanese interests, 

and many others.had been reopened with the aid of Japanese 
a. 

capital and engineering skill. The witness Goette testified 

that Japanese by the hundreds and thousands went into the econ-

omic life of China and made no effort to hide their control. 

In Shansi Province the army itself directly operated iron 

smelters and tobacco, flour, and cotton mills at a profit. In 

other areas, such as North China, industry was turned over to 
b. 

the subsidiaries of the holding companies. The Japanese made 

no attempt to conceal the fact that much of their operations 

was for Japan's own peace time and war industries. A new cur-

rency was created and a new government bank established. Regu-

lations were placed on all exporters and importers except Jap-

anese, resulting in gradual strangulation of all foreign trade 
c. 

other than with Japan. On October 6, 1938, embassador Grew 

pointed out that the events in Manchuria were being repeated 

and that Japan had established exchange control in North China 

which discriminated against non-Japanese, had altered the customs 

tariffs, had brought communications and transportation under 

Japanese agencies and had created and was proposing to create 

monopolies in wool and tobacco, and that Japan was in general 

seeking to establish in China a general preference for Japanese 

interests. Foreign Minister ARITA's reply admitted for the 

£-92. 
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most part Grew's statements and attempted to justify Japan's 

d. 

actions. 

E-93. While the defense has attempted to maintain that all 

economic activity in China was for the benefit of China and 

Greater East Asia, the evidence is clear that it was all done 

for the benefit of Japan and that the Japanese confiscated 

Chinese property and robbed, depleted, and despoiled the re-

sources and-wealth of China. Defense witness KAWAMOTO, in at-

tempting to minimize the depletion of China's resources, stated 

that the export to Japan of iron ore from North China and coal 

from all of China from 1939 to 1941 was below 50 percent and 
a. 

that the balance was sufficient for Chinese needs. It may 

be assumed that the amount of export was not much less than 

50 percent or it would have been so stated. That the amounts 

left for China were not sufficient can be clearly seen from 

Goette's'testimony that in Peiping, the heart of the rich coal 

area where it had always been cheap and plentiful,'the people 
b. 

could not obtain coal for heating their homes. The witness 

Chen Ta-Shou testified that of 4,300,000 tons of iron ore 

mined under the Japanese only 700,000 tons were used to produce 

pig iron by a very wasteful process. Of the balance, 1,400,000 

tons were sent to Manchuria, and 1,030,000 tons were sent to 

Japan. The iron smelting furnaces were in large measure ruined, 

requiring extensive repairs and construction work. In the coal 

E-92. 
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fields, the plants were denuded and the mines worked without any 

development work being done, so that mines above a certain level 
c. 

were mined out or made inaccessible. The witness Tung Shu-Ming 

testified as to several instances in the electrical industry where 

the Japanese in Central China took over the assets of Chinese 

companies at values of only a fraction of real value even when 

computed in terms of a non-inflated currency. Such small amounts 

a s we re pa id were invested in shares of the subsidiaries of the 

Central China Promotion Company, and the shares were held by the 

puppet government. Equipment was destroyed or sold and removed, 

and no attempt was made to keep the plants in repair. The result, 
d. 

as might be expected, was a complete power shortage. 

E-94. What Japanese control of China's economy signified 

is clearly illustrated by Japan's own statistics. From 1931 to 

1945, the import of salt from China to Japan increased from 

1,960,000 yen to 167,501,000 yen; imports of coal increased from 

3,902,000 yen to 145,430,000 yen; and iron imports increased from 
a, 

4,180,000 yen to 95*930,000 yen. 

3. NARCOTICS 

E-95. The march of Japan through China brought with it, 

as it had earlier in Manchuria, the enforcement of the Japanese 

policy of narcotization in the occupied areas for purposes of 

raising revenue for Japan's plans of aggression and of debauching 

E-93. 
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the people to keep them subservient to the will and desire of 

Japan. The enforcement of this policy marked a definite retro-

gressive step for the people of China. Prior to the occupation 

of large areas of Chinese territory by the Japanese, the Chinese 

government had been remarkably effective in controlling and 

eradicating the evil of opium and narcotics. Dr. Bates, an ex-

perienced investigator who resided in China for many years, 

testified that for ten years prior to December 1937 there w s 

no open and notorious sale of opium and narcotics in Nanking, 

and the opium that was used was smoked in back rooms by older 
a. 

men. In 1939, the Chinese representative to the League of 

Nations Advisory Committee on Traffic in Opium and other Dan-

gerous Drugs was able to report that measures taken by China 

had produced highly satisfactory results, which had been con-

firmed by neutral sources. He was able to report effective en-

forecement, decrease in use, adequate treatment and cure of 

addicts and the elimination of all poppy cultivation after 

1939. He pointed out that it had been possible to carry out 
b. 

the plans according to schedule. 

E-96. Even before Japan had actively begun its aggressive 

action in China, it was well launched in its program of nar-

cotization of the Chinese people. In November 1934, the 

United States attache at Shanghai reported that a huge transac-

tion in opium was being negotiated between the Japanese 

E-95o 
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Formosan government and the Amoy Combine for Opium under the 

leadership of Paul Yip, head of the Monopoly Bureau at Fukien. 

The negotiations involved the sale of a big shipment of Persian 

opium for distribution in South China. It had been the orig-

inal intention of the Japanese army to have the government sell 

the opium to obtain funds for financing a military campaign 

leading to the annexation of Fukien, but when this scheme failed, 
a. 

it was sold to Yip for 5,000,000 yen. In 1936, the attache 

reported that this opium was being dumped in Foochow at the 

lowest price in twenty years, which prevented the Provincial 

Government from carrying out its plan of control. He pointed 

out that this was connected with the' action to set up a puppet 

government in Fukien, which was being supported by the Japanese 
b. 

consuls at Amoy and Swatow. In July 1936, he reported that 

the Formosan smugglers and Chinese traitors had organized the 

Formosan Trade Union, which was to be under the direction and 

supervision of the Japanese consulate and whose business de-

partment was to be devoted solely to the buying and selling of 

c. 

opium. In November 1936, he reported that Japanese drug dens 
d. 

were openly selling narcotics in Foochow. When in July 1937 
Yip was arrested and sent to Hankow for trial, the Japanese con-

e. 

sulate attempted to have him released, 

£-97. In each area of China, as the various areas were suc-

cessively occupied by Japan, the occupation was shortly followed 

£-96. 
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by tremendous increases in the production and consumption of 

opium and other narcotics, according to the United States Treas-

ury attache, as soon as Japanese troops arrived from Manchukuo 

the cultivation of poppy was introduced everywhere in Chahar and 
a. 

Suiyuan. at first, the Japanese authorities, acting through 

the local magistrate, encouraged the farmers to grow poppy by 

promises to grant - depending on the acreage grown - freedom 

from taxes or military service, a certificate of honor, or ap-

pointment to the position of village elder and candidate for 

b. 

public office. They were encouraged by pamphlets, the distri-

bution of free seed and the awarding of easy 'facilities for 

c. 

transportation. When the program of encouragement failed be-

cause of moral objections and low prices, the authorities in 

1940 compelled the peasants to cultivate poppy on eight mow out 
d. 

of each hundred. Opium distribution cooperatives were to be 

established in each district under the auspices of Japanese 

firms, and local officials were to buy opium at fixed-prices 
e „ 

to push the sale of drugs in North China. In 1940, it was 

reported that the production in Chahar and Suiyuan was so huge 

that it must be destined for export from the Japanese firms at 
f. 

Kalgan. 

£-98. The situation in Chahar and Suiyuan was repeated in 

Hopei Province. By July 1936, the United States attache at 

Shanghai could report that since the establishment of the 
4-97° 
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demilitarized zone, the Chinese government was unable to suppress 

the traffic and all of Hope! was left to the Japanese, with the 

result that 5,000,000 of the 27,000,000 farm population were drug 

addicts. Companies had been established in various places to 

sell drugs imported from Dairen. From Tientsin alone 1300,000 
a. 

worth of heroin was exported monthly to'inland cities. In 

Tsinan the Provincial government found that despite the pro-

hibition against cultivation, the area of cultivation had in-

creased and, according to foreign travelers, was confined largely 

to Japanese controlled areas. In May 1940, opium was the only 

flourishing crop. It was reported that when the puppet governor 

tried to curb the cultivation, his efforts were halted by the 

Special Service Section of the Japanese army, which chose opium 

smokers as its puppet officials. The same reporter advised 

that new measures for encouraging cultivation were being de-

fa. 
vised. By august, sales were estimated at ^5*000,000 monthly. 

In 1941, the consul at Tsinan reported that the use of heroin 

by puppet troops was widespread and that its sale was sponsored 
c. 

and profitably engaged in by the Japanese army. In February 
I 

1941* an article in the Japanese press at Tsingtao stated that 

the most prosperous business was at that time the prepared 
d. 

opium business. 

£-99. Even before the Japanese took over the cities of 

Tientsin and Peiping there were drug smuggling organs in those 

K-98 
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places operating under the protection of Japanese troops. The 

troops brought to Peiping large quantities of drugs for a large 

reward and the organ was located in the Japanese barracks and 
a. 

run by Japanese and Koreans. Opium became a Japanese monopoly, 

but heroin was controlled by two Chinese who operated with and 

through Japanese partners. Reports showed that the Japanese 

consular police gave protection to Japanese and Koreans in the 
b. 

trade. The statements of Kuo Yu-San and Kung Hai-Ting, who 

were managers of dens in Peiping, showed that during the Japan-

ese occupation there were in Peiping 247 opium dens, 23,000 

registered smokers, 80,000 unregistered and 100,000 casuals, 

whereas prior to the Marco Polo Incident no opium was sold openly. 

Shortly after Japanese occupation the sale was legalized under 

the Board of Opium suppression. No Japanese were permitted to 
c. 

smoke opium. The statement of Dr. Loo Kandel showed that 

opium and heroin were sold openly with the consent of the con-

trolled government only to Chinese and that hospitals gave 

morphine freely to Chinese patients. It was his conclusion 

that the sale of opium was approved and sponsored by Japan to 
d. 

weaken and undermine Chinese strength. All of this testimony 

was confirmed by the Summary Chart showing Conditions of Sup-

pression of Opium, and Poisonous Drugs by the Municipal Govern-

# 
ment of Peiping. The chart also showed that the main source 

of opium was the Mongolian Border Association which was 

£22.° 
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controlled by the puppet government of Mongolia and encouraged 

by Japan to plant opium. Transportation and sale were under-
e. 

taken by Japanese and Koreans. The witness Lawless, who was 

Chief of Police in the Diplomatic Quarter in Peiping from July 

1938 until his arrest by the Japanese in 1944, testified that 

the situation was bad in that city. After occupation, morphia 

and opium were sold openly in any amount and were transported 

in motor cars and Japanese military trucks. As chief of police, 

Lawless handed over for action all Korean and Japanese offenders 

to the Japanese consular police, but, aside from promises to in-

vestigate, nothing was ever done, and the offenders would shortly 
f. 

be again engaged in business. 

E-100o In Tientsin, according to Lawless, who was Inspec-

tor of Police of the Tientsin British Municipal Council until 

July 1938, Koreans, Chinese and Japanese arrested for trafficking 

in drugs, when questioned, always stated that they had pur-

chased the opium and narcotics in the Japanese concession. After 

1935, there was a great change in the situation due to the in-

flux of Japanese and Koreans into the British concession, and 

there was a great increase in the opium and narcotic trade. 

Narcotic factories were conducted in the British concession by 

Chinese and Koreans, and their operators, when arrested, invar-

iably fixed as the source of their supply the Japanese concession. 

After occupation in 1937, there was a noticeable increase in 
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the use of narcotics, AS in Peiping, nothing was ever done by 

the Japanese authorities against Japanese nationals accused as 
a. 

offenders of the narcotic laws. 

E-101. as Japanese operations moved from North China into 

Central and South China, the same phenomenon of increasing traffic 

in drugs in the latter areas became apparent. In Shanghai, accord-

ing to the report of the American Consul-general in early 1937 

and the testimony of Gill, a police officer in the International 

Settlement, there had been a marked decline in the local traffic 

following the enactment and enforcement of new suppression laws 

in 1936. Smuggling from the interior had stopped, and there 

was no open sale. It was felt by the neutral observers that 
a. 

when registration was completed, control would be facilitated. 

Even before the Japanese had occupied Shanghai, Inspector Papp, 

in charge of narcotic suppression for the Shanghai Municipal 

Police, pointed out to the American consul the increased activ-

ity among Japanese and the lack of cooperation exhibited by the 

Japanese consular police. Papp's conclusion was that further 

progress could be made in improving the narcotic situation, if 
b. 

the traffic of the Japanese subjects could be curtailed. Ac-

cording to Gill, with the advent of Japanese occupation the 

situation deteriorated. In October 1938, there were discussions 

between puppet officials and the Japanese military for estab-

lishing an opium monopoly. From the fall of 1938, opium houses 
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were opened and opium sold with a Japanese national being prom-

inent in the sale. With the establishment of the Opium Suppres-

sion Bureau, which had its offices in the Japanese settlement, 

opium selling, increased and was conducted more openly, the sel-

lers going to the extent of using outside advertisements. In 

May 1939, the Hong Ghi-Shantan was formed with full responsibility 

for distributing opium in Shanghai. Opium was brought in by 

Japanese ships and unloaded at Japanese wharves which were under 

the exclusive authority of the Japanese. Again the Japanese con-

sular authorities failed completely to cooperate in the punish-

ment of offenders and placed obstacles in the way of enforce-

ment of the law. With Japanese occupation the use of heroin 

c. 
increased. 

£4102. In Nanking, according to Dr. Bates, the use of opium 

and heroin increased in the summer and autumn of 1938, and in a 

short time narcotics became a public enterprise outwardly set 

up by the puppet government and were advertised and openly sold. 

The system provided for 175 licensed dens and 30 distribution 

stores. Sales totaled from two to three million Chinese dol-
a. 

lars per month. There were at least 50,000 persons using heroin. 

In Hankow, by 1940, there were 340 licensed dens and 120 hotels 
b. 

licensed to supply opium for a population of 400,000. In Can-

ton, the traffic also flourished. In September- 1939, a monopoly 

was set up by a Formbsan Chinese in cooperation with the 

£4101. 
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Japanese Army Special Service Section, and its revenues went 

exclusively to the Special Service as a special fund. There 

was no regulation or control of addicts, and narcotics were 

freely purchasable without registration. From the latter part 

of 1939 there was extensive cultivation of poppies. Traffic 
c. 

was controlled and encouraged by the Japanese Special Service. 

By 1940, there were 852 registered dens in addition to more 

than 300 unregistered ones, all conducting open advertising and 
d. 

sale. In Amoy, where there had been considerable success 

with the suppression policy, soon after the Japanese entered 

in May 1938, there was a noticeable increase in the trade car-

ried on by Formosans who must have had the approval of the 

Japanese Navy. In early 1939, the nmoy Liaison Office of the 

China Affairs Board was set up under the navy, and naval of-

ficers were transferred to it from active duty. This organiza-

tion sanctioned the use of opium, and by the fall of 1939 there 

were fifty opium dens. The American consul pointed out that 

the reason for this was that funds were needed by the puppet 
e 

government, and there was no other available source of revenue. 

E-103. The foregoing survey of the extraordinary and 

enormous increase in the production, manufacture, sale and use 

of opium and narcotics coincident with the spread of Japanese 

military aggression in China brings out clearly two salient 

facts: first, that Japan both directly and through its puppet 

governments supervised, directed and controlled the major part 
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of the narcotic traffic; and second, that the traffic was car-

ried on for revenue. In the first instance, the opium traffic 

was under the direct control of the Japanese Army through its 

Special Service Section. The witness SATOMI testified that after 

1938 he was engaged in work connected with opium in Shanghai under 

the Special Service department of the China Expeditionary Army. 

The Special Service organ ordered him to handle the business all 

of which was brought to the organ with the proceeds being paid 
a. 

to it. This practice continued for about six months. HARADA, 

Kunakichi, stated in his affidavit that as head of the Special 

Service Section he receive instructions from the military auth-

orities to provide opium by establishing an opium suppression 
b. 

board, and he carried the order out. At the end of 1938, the 

United States Treasury attache at Shanghai reported that the 

Special Service had been sending Persian opium into the Inter-
c. 

national Settlement and French concession. In March 1939, 
d. 

this work was transferred to the China Affairs Board. However, 
liaison was kept between that body and the headquarters of the 

e. 

Chinese Expeditionary Forces. SATOMI testified that one thou-

sand chests of opium of a value of 420,000,000 vrere directly 

handled by Special Service and the China Affairs Board, and the 
f. 

profits went to these two organs. To avoid criticism, it was 

decided to hand over the opium trade administration for Central 

China to the Renovation Government, although it was found to be 
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difficult to find a director since the nominee feared he would 

be held liable if he were unable to raise the required revenue for 
g. 

the Japanese. This, of course, did not alter the location of 

actual control which remained with the Japanese. While HARADA 

maintained that the Japanese authorities did not order but only 

advised the Chinese, he also stated that the discussion in case 

of disagreement usually ended with the Chinese following the 
h. 

Japanese advice. In 1939, the American attache reported that 

the real power in the General Opium Amelioration Bureau of the 

Renovation Government was in the hands of the Japanese co-
i. 

director. To eliminate criticism in the Renovation area, the 

opium trade, it was decided, should be governed by a network of 

charitable organizations with a Chinese chairman, a Japanese 
j-

vice-chairman and personnel selected by the Japanese authorities. 

E-104. That the main purpose of the traffic was to increase 

revenues was admitted by the Japanese. In the summer of 1939, 

Dr. Bates was told by HAGA, the opium expert of the Japanese 

Foreign Office, that he was distressed by the terrible addic-

tion seen in Hankow and other cities, but he had been told by 

the generals that so long as the war continued there was no 

hope for improvement, as there was no other source of revenue 
a. 

for the puppet go-vernment. In a report by Bates to Japanese 

officials, which was subsequently published and which the Jap-

anese were given an opportunity to have corrected, .he wrote 
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that the three million dollars from opium was the main support 

of the Renovation Government and was held by both Japanese and 

Chinese to be indispensable for maintaining any government in 
b. 

the area at the time. In February 1939, the United States 

Treasury attache in Shanghai reported that the Japanese military 

expected to raise an annual revenue of 4300,000,000 from the 
c. 

narcotization policy in China. So important were these rev-

enues that, according to the attache, the interruption in the 

closing months of 1939 of preparations for the new central gov-

ernment was due to a difference of opinion between the Japanese 

and Wang Ching-Wei regarding the control by the Japanese of 

the gambling houses and opium business involving revenues of 

45,000,000 per month of which the opium revenue was the largest 

item. The result was a compromise in which the Japanese held 
d. 

directly the business of opium supply. 

£-105° The best evidence of Japan's actual control of the 

narcotics traffic is the fact that when it agreed to actually 

and,honestly suppress the traffic, it was suppressed. In Decem-

ber, 1943, after Wang had sufficient revenue to cover all ex-

penses, students in Nanking and other cities demonstrated 

against opium and smashed opium shops and dens, and Japan sent 

an advisor to Nanking to negotiate and promised to help the 

Wang government restore China's prewar opium suppression mea-

sures on condition that it consider that opium was the chief 
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revenue of the Mangolian Government. The Japanese authorities 

agreed that beginning April 1944 the planting of poppy in Mon-

golia should be first reduced and then prohibited, that imports 

from Mongolia would be reduced by one-half, that pre-war rules 

would be observed and that Japan would help China to stop smug-

gling. As a result, by December 1944 all narcotic producing 

organs in Shanghai and Nanking had vanished, average monthly 

imports had been reduced by over 60 percent, the increase of 

smuggling had been checked, hospitals had been established, 

opium addicts had been registered and all dens had been 
a. 

closed. 

£ 1 0 6 . The pattern of aggression and domination carried 

out in Manchuria was followed in close detail in the aggression 

and domination of China. However, before China could be com-

pletely vanquished and brought into her chosen place in Japan's 

new order, the conspirators had embarked on the third phase 

of their conspiratorial plan, a step which was to bring the 

entire conspiracy to ultimate failure. 
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